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Introduction
To complement the industry's broadest line of semiconductor products, Motorola offers a complete
library of Data Books which detail the electrical characteristics of its products. These documents are
supplemented by User's Manuals and Application Notes describing the capabilities of the products in
circuit and system design.
Motorola attempts to fill the need for applications information concerning today's highly cqmplex
electronic components. Each year dozens of authors from colleges and universities, and from the
industry, add their individual contributions to the collective literature. From these, Motorola has
selected a number of texts which add substantially to the comprehension and applications of some of
the more complex products. By buying these in large quantities and providing them to customers at
lower than retail cost, Motorola hopes to foster a more comprehensive acquaintance with these
products at greatly reduced prices.
All literature items can be obtained by mail from the Literature Distribution Center.
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III

Data Books

RF Device Data

Optoelectronics Device Data

Rev 5 Q1/94

Rev 4 Q3193
In the optoelectronics field, Motorola has concentrated on
infrared GaAs and GaAIAs emitters, silicon detectors,
high-technology optocouplerslisolators, and an innovative
approach to fiber optics. This data book contains
up-to-date information on the complete product line. A
selector guide and industry cross-reference follow a
general introduction and quality/reliability data. Data
sheets are grouped in sections covering Discrete
Emitters/Detectors,
Fiber
OptiC
Components,
Optoisolators/Optocouplers, Slotted Optical Switches and
Opto Chips. Includes 82 pages of application notes.
Order by: OL 118/0
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 2.90 ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 2.70 ea.
24 or more:
$ 2.50 ea.

The RF Device Data book presents technical information
on Motorola's RF products. The RF portfolio includes
bipolar, LDMOS, MOSFET RF Power, RF Integrated
Circuits, and gallium arsenide chip technologies. This
publication also includes a cross reference, selector guide
information, case dimensions, and a list of devices not
recommended for new design.
Order by: OL 110/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
24 or more:

Weight: 3 Ibs.
$13.75 ea.
$12.75 ea.
$11.75 ea.

Bipolar Power Transistor Data
Rev 6 Q2/92
Motorola produces more than 1100 off-the-shelf power
transistors covering a very wide range of applications. Their
electrical, thennal and mechanical characteristics are
presented here in the form of data sheets, with a competitor
cross-reference and a selector guide showing devices by
package, product category and major application.
Order by: OL 111/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
24 or more:

Weight: 3 Ibs.
$ 5.00 ea.
$ 4.45 ea.
$ 4.10 ea.

FAST and LS TTL Data
Rev 5 Q2/92
Low Power Schottky (LSTIL) has become the
industry-standard logic in recent years, replacing the
Original 7400 TIL with lower power and higher operating
speeds. In addition to producing the standard LS TIL
circuits, Motorola also offers the FAST''' Schottky TIL
family. Complete specifications for both LS and FAST
families are provided here in data sheet fonn. Functional
selector guide provides an overview of the principal
characteristics of the two families.
Weight: 2 Ibs.
Order by: OL121/0
1-9 copies:
$ 3.10 ea.
$ 2.90e8.
10-24 copies:
$ 2.65ea.
25 or more:

Prices ara aubleCt to change without notice.

MECL Device Data

High Speed CMOS Logic Data

Rev 5 Q1/93
Presents full technical data for Motorola's monolithic
Emitter Coupled Logic families, including MECL 10H,
MECL 10K and MECL III, plus MECL memories and
Phase-Locked Loop products. MECL offers very high
speeds - with propagation delays down to 1.0 ns - for use
in computer systems, high-performance ATE and process
control systems, signal processors and navigation systems.
The families also offer other advantages which combine to
reduce package count and simplify system design. This
book includes a technical introduction to MECL and a
detailed discussion of system design considerations.
Order by: OL12210
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Rev 5 Q2/93
For many years, CMOS devices have been used in
applications where low power consumption, wide power
supply range and high noise immunity are the important
factors. For higher speed applications, designers were
forced to sacrifice the CMOS benefits and choose families
such as LSTIL. Motorola's High Speed CMOS family is fast
enough for such applications, while retaining the CMOS
features. The HSCMOS Data Book includes a selector
guide by function, a discussion of design and handling
considerations, and full electrical and performance data in
the form of data sheets.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 3.25ea.
$ 3.00ea.
$ 2.75ea.

Order by: OL 129/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Small-Slgnal Transistors, FETs and
Diodes
Rev4Q4I93

CMOS Logic Data

Presents technical information for the several families that
make up Motorola's small-signal semiconductor product
range, including bipolars, FETs and diodes. Complete
device specifications and typical performance curves are
given on individual data sheets, which are grouped by
families and by their metal can and plastic/surface mount
packages. A selector guide provides a quick comparison of
performance characteristics. Additional sections d~;ocribe
package outline drawings and tape and reel specifications,
and clarify the Hi-Rei processing and testing procedures.

Rev3Q4/91

Order by: OL 12610
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 3.25ea.
$ 3.00ea.
$ 2.75ea.

Presents technical data for Motorola's broad line of
Metal-Gate CMOS Logic ICs. Complete specifications are
provided in the form of data sheets. In addition, a product
selector guide and a handling and design guidelines
chapter are included for further information. Includes data
on all the logic circuits from the MC14000 series.
Order by: OL131/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 3lbs.
$ 4.75 ea.
$ 4.40 ea.
$ 4.00 ea.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.90ea.
$ 2.70ea.
$ 250ea.

TMOS Power MOSFET Transistor Data

Linear and Interface Integrated Circuits
2 volume set

Rev4Q4/92

Rev4Q3/93

Power MOSFETs offer
characteristics and
capabilities that are not ava
ith bipolar power
transistors. They have highJ!
eds, simpler gate
drive requirements, reduc
bber circuits, and
low ON-voltages. This
des a comprehensive
selector guide by p
ull data on all Motorola's
TMOS® Power
he form of data sheets. It
contains more t
ages of theory and applications
information in lSAhapters, including Gate Drive
Requirements, P~ling and Characterization, plus a
number of specific designs.

Presents detailed technical information in the form of data
sheets on Motorola'S broad range of linear and interface
ICs. Products are divided into 10 sections, including
Amplifiers and Comparators, Power Supply Circuits, Motor
Control, Voltage References, Data Conversion, Interface
Circuits, Communications, Consumer and Automotive.
Each section includes its own comprehensive selector
guide, while an industry cross-reference lists over 3,000
products with their Motorola direct or similar replacements.
Full mechanical data is provided, plus a listing of device
availability for surface mount.
Order by: OL 128/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
Prices are eubject to change without notice.

Weight: 3 Ibs.
$14.00 ea.
$13.00 ea.
$12.00 ea.

Order by: OL 135/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
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Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 4.00ea.
$ 3.55ea.
$ 3.25ea.

Communications Device Data

ECLlnPS Device Data

(Formerly Telecommunications Device Data)
Rev 3 Q4/93

Rev 2 Q1/94
This data book contains device specifications in the form of
data sheets for Motorola's ECLinPS advanced Emitter
Coupled logic family. ECLinPS (ECl in picoseconds) was
developed in response to demand for an even higher
performance logic family of standard logic functions,
especially for the computer, ATE, instrumentation and
communications industries. ECLinPS offers a maximum
single gate delay of 500 ps including package delay, and a
flip-flop toggle frequency up to 800 MHz. Each function is
available with either MECl 10H or 1OOK compatibility.

Motorola is a major supplier of semiconductors to
communications equipment manufacturers worldwide. This
book includes complete specifications for a wide variety of
devices designed for this market, in the form of over 1300
pages of data sheets. A selector guide is included to simplify
the task of choosing appropriate devices for a system.
Applications information, handling and design guidelines,
and quality and reliability overviews provide additional
support for users of th~e circuits.
Order by: OL 13610
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 3 Ibs.
$ 8.80ea.
$ 8.15 ea.
$ 7.50ea.

Order by: OL 140/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Thyristor Device Data
Rev 5 Q3I93
Thyristors are extremely useful across a broad range of
control applications. Compared to a mechanical switch, a
thyristor has a long service life and fast switching times; its
regenerative action and low ON-resistance allow it to be
used to control AC loads as well as for simple switching
tasks. Thyristor Device Data presents data sheet
information plus a comprehensive selector guide and
industry cross-reference on Motorola's thyristor families,
including SCAs, Triacs, GTOs and trigger devices. It
includes 252 pages of theory and applications information.
Order by: OL 137/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Commercial Plus and Mil/Aero
Applications Memory Products
Q2I93
This book presents technical data for a broad line of
Motorola (Commercial Plus and MlllAero Applications)
Memory products. Complete specifications for the
individual circuits are provided in the form of data sheets.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 3.80ea.
$ 3.50ea.
$ 3.25ea.

Order by: OL 144/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

FACT Data

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.90 ea.
$ 1.75 ea.
$ 1.60 ea.

Military MECL Family Data

Rev3Q4/93
FACT utilizes a sub 2 micron silicon gate CMOS process to
attain speeds similar to that of Advanced low Power
Schottky while retaining the advantages of CMOS logic,
namely, ultra low power and high noise immunity. As an
added benefit, FACT offers the system designer superior
line driving characteristics and excellent ESD and latchup
immunity. This data book describes Motorola's product line
with device specifications and a selector guide, plus over 30
pages of design considerations and comparisons with
previous technologies.
Order by: OL 13810
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.90ea.
$ O.80ea.
$ 0.70ea.

Q3191
This data book thoroughly addresses the use of numerous
Motorola Military integrated circuits, including MECl,
ECLinPS, and phase-locked loop (Pll) devices. The book
explores technical and operational data, electrical·
characteristics, system design considerations, and system
basics in detail. Complete specifications for the individual
circuits are provided in the form of data sheets.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 2.25ea.
$ 2.00 ea.
$ 1.85ea.

Order by: OL 14510
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 3.05ea.
$ 2.70ea.
$ 2.50ea.

Prlcee are subject to change without notice.

Discrete Military Operations Data

MDA 15 CMOS Standard Cell Data

Rev 1 Q1/92

Q4I90
Motorola's MDA 15 Standard Cell family features a common
set of cells and design rules for 1.5 micron geometries. This
book provides data sheet information on all the digital and
analog cells in the library. It discusses the factors that affect
production costs and describes the development cycle.
Technical chapters consider timing, design matter, standard
input and output configurations, and designing for testability.

Defines Motorola's current line of semiconductor or
components available for military and other high-reliability
applications. The components include MIL-Qualified
products as well as standardized MIL-Processed
components and chips which are not QPL approved but are,
nevertheless, processed to corresponding JAN, JANTX,
JANTXV and JANS specifications for equivalent reliability.
Order by: OL 148/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: OL 15210
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 3.50ea.
$ 3.10ea.
$ 2.85ea.

MDA08 CMOS Standard Cell Data
Q3191
Motorola's MDA 12 Standard Cell family features a common
set of cells and design rules for 1.2 micron geometries. This
book provides data sheet information on all the digital and
analog cells in the library. It discusses the factors that affect
production costs and describes the development cycle.
Technical chapters consider timing. design matter, standard
input and output configurations, and designing for
testability.

TVSlZener Device Data
Rev 1 Q2I94
Presents technical data for Motorola Transient Voltage
Suppressors and Zener Diodes. Complete specifications
for. the individual devices are provided in the form of data
shrets. A comprehensive selector guide and industry
crqss-reference are included to simplify the task of
choosing the best of components required for a specific
~lication. For the first time, this data book includes theory
and applications information in addition to the actual
product-specific data. The actual layout has been revised
to be more user friendly with sections on the three major
categories of Zener Diodes - Regulation, Temperature
Compensation, and Transient Voltage Protection.
Order by: OL 150/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: OL 154/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Dynamic RAM Data

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.75 ea.
$ 1.55ea.
$ 1.45 ea.

Order by: OL1~
1-9 copies:
~""10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Rev 1 Q3I93
This book presents technical data for Motorola's broad line
of rectifiers. Complete specifications are provided in the
form of data sheets, and accompanying selection guides
provide a quick comparison of ct:m~eristics to simplify the
Blbr . uit. Continuing
task of choosing the best
d
ent for discrete
investment in res
ufacturing facility that
products has I
of the most advanced
matches the pr
ult, Motorola's silicon rectifiers
integrated circuit .
a egories with quality levels capable
span all applic
of passing the m t stringent environment tests - including
those for automotive under-hood applications.

Prtces are aubjecl to change wtthout notice.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.55ea.
$ 1.40 ea.
$ 1.30 ea.

Q1/93
e d namic RAMs and
Motorola offers a broad range
DRAM modules for virt
ata processing
I Ications for the
system application.
form of data sheets. A
individual circui
selector guide
erence are included.

Rectifier Device Data

Order by: OL 151/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.70 ea.
$ 1.50 ea.
$ 1.40 ea.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 6.30ea.
$ 5.65ea.
$ 5.20ea.

FAST Static RAM
BICMOS, CMOS and Module Data
Rev 1 Q4/93
Motorola offers a broad range offast SRAMs for virtually any
digital data processing system application. This data book
contains complete specifications for individual FSRAM
circuits in data sheet form, as well as an explanation of
Motorola's reliability and quality program and an
applications section.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.45ea.
$ 2.25ea.
$ 2.10ea.

Order by: OL 156/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 4.50ea.
$ 4.20ea.
$ 3.85ea.

Pressure Sensor Device Data

Power Applications Manual

Rev 1 Q1/94

Rev 1

Motorola is pleased to introduce their first Pressure Sensor
Data Book. This data book provides technical information
on Motorola's Pressure and Temperature Sensor products.
Specifications are provided in the form of data sheets for
individual devices and application notes describe interface
circuitry to assist the end user. Additional sections provide
reliability information, advanced new product information,
package outline drawings, and information on sensor
evaluation boards.

This manual is a compilation of 60 Application Notes,
Article Reprints and other applications literature relating to
Motorola'S range of power semiconductors. A Device
Cross-Reference indicates where specific components are
featured in applications documents in the manual; in
addition to the index, an abstract of each document is
provided as an aid to the location of particular topiCS.

Order by: DL200/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: DL410/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 3.35ea.
$ 3.00ea.
$ 2.75ea.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.

Communications Applications Manual

8-Bit MCU Application Manual

Rev 1

Rev 1
This manual is a compilation of Application Notes, Article
Reprints and other applications literature relating to
Motorola's range of 8-bit Microcomputer Units (MCUs).
The documents were published originally by Motorola under
the references shown in the contents list. Specific data on all
Motorola products, including the 8-bit MCU devices
mentioned in this manual, can be obtained through
Motorola's Franchised Distributors and Sales Offices.

This manual is a compilation of 44 Application Notes,
Article Reprints and other applications literature relating to
Motorola's semiconductors for Communications and
related applications. A Device Cross-Reference indicates
where specific components are featured in applications
documents in the manual, and an abstract of each
document is provided in addition to the index. Topics range
from Speakerphones and Key Systems to FM Receivers,
from Fiber OptiCS to DSP, from RS232 to MAP and ISDN.

Order by: DL408lD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: DL411/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.

16/32-Blt Applications Manual

Industrial Control Applications Manual

Rev 1
This manual is a compilation of Application Notes, Article
Reprints and other applications literature relating to
Motorola's range of 16- and 32-bit microprocessors and
peripherals. The documents were published originally by
Motorola under the references shown in the contents list.
Specific data on all Motorola products, including the power
devices mentioned in this manual, can be obtained through
Motorola's Franchised Distributors and Sales Offices.

This manual is a compilation of 42 Application Notes and
other applications literature relating to Motorola'S
semiconductors for Industrial Control Applications. A
Device Cross-Reference indicates where specific
components are featured in applications documents in the
manual, and an abstract of each document is provided in
addition to the index. Topics include temperature and
pressure measurement, NO conversion for industrial
applications, motor control and industrial interfaCing.

Order by: DL409/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: DL4121D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.
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Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Radio, RF and Video Applications Manual

ECLlnPS Lite

This manual is a compilation of 37 Application Notes and
other applications literature relating to Motorola's
semiconductors for Radio, RF and Video applications. A
Device Cross-Reference indicates where specific
components are featured in applications documents in the
manual, and an abstract of each document is provided in
addition to the index. Topics include RF amplifier designs,
the application of Motorola'S TV ICs, designing for very high
speed logic, and PLL fundamentals.

Rev 1
ECLinPS Lite™ is a family of single, essential logic
primitives - gates, muxes, flops etc. - housed in a
space-efficient, cost effective standard package, the
8-lead SOIC. Packaged gates switch in 250 ps typ., with
flops toggling at over 2 GHz. Being a single gate family,
ECLinPS Lite offers better AC specs and tighter skews than
even the ECLinPSTM family. At the same time the family
provides superior isolation over multiple gate logic. Its small
package size makes it ideal for pin cards and other
applications that require density, but not at the expense of
Signal integrity. This book contains device specifications in
the form of data sheets as well as applications information
for Motorola's ECLinPS Lite family.
Order by: BR1330/D
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 0.90 ea.

Order by: DL4131D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.8588.
$13.2588.
$12.2088.

FET Applications Manual
A compilation of 34 applications documents concerned with
Motorola's FETs for small signal, audio and power
applications. A Device Cross-Reference indicates where
specific components are featured in the applications
documents in the manual, and an abstract of each
document is provided in addition to the index. Topics include
MOSFETlbipoiar comparisons, the application of
MOSFETs in motor control and switching power supplies,
driving MOSFETs from logic and other sources, and audio
and VHF MOSFET-based amplifiers.
Order by: DL414/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Timing Solutions
Rev 3
With frequencies regularly reaching 33 MHz and
approaching 40-50 MHz in today's CISC and RISC
microprocessor systems, well controlled and precise clock
signals are required to maintain a synchronous system.
Many microprocessors also require input clock duty cycles
very close to 50%. These stringent timing requirements
mandate the use of specially designed, low skew clock
distribution Circuits or clock drivers. This book contains
device specifications in the form of data sheets as well as
applications information for Motorola's low skew timing
circuits.
Order by: BR13331D
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 1.2088.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$12.1088.
$10.8088.
$ 9.9688.

DSP56100, Digital Signal Processor
Family Manual

Hlpercomm

Q3193

Rev 1
This book contains device specifications in the form of data
sheets as well as applications information for Motorola's
high performance frequency control products. Motorola's
portfOlio of state-of-the-art low power prescaler includes
over 40 different combinations of frequency, divide ratio and
power to meet the needs of most designs. Information is
also included about Motorola'S integrated single chip
synthesizers which provide significant savings in power
dissipation, making them ideal for hand-held,
battery-operated applications. Of course, the world of RF
does not depend on prescalers and synthesizers alone.
Motorola's current and future efforts include integrated
communication VCOs, as well as higher levels of integration
for the transmit and receive sections of various wireless
applications.

The DSP561 00 Family Manual provides a description of the
components that are common to all DSP56100 family
. processors and includes a detailed description of the basic
DSP56100 family instruction set.
Order by: DSP56100FMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 4.0588.
$ 3.75ea.
$ 3.4588.

Order by: BR13341D
1-9 copies:

Prices are 8ubJect to change without notlea.
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.40 88.

III

Selector Guides and
Application Literature

Applications Literature Catalog

The 68K Source Third Party Vendor Catalog

Rev 12
Application Notes, Engineering Bulletins and Article
Reprints are part of a total information system to define the
characteristics and applications of semiconductor devices.
Motorola's library consists of more than 300 such
documents dealing with the applications of all types of
semiconductors from discrete power transistors to the most
complex microprocessors.
Order by: BR1351D
1-9 copies:

Lists vendors of hardware and software products
supporting the M6S000 MPU family. This latest edition
includes hardware and software development tools as well
as operating systems. Products are grouped into
language-specific products; software development tools
that are not language-specific; operating systems; and
hardware-related development tools such as evaluation
boards, educational boards and in-circuit emulators.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.20 88.

Order by: BR729/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Reliability and Quality Handbook
Rev 6
This handbook reviews the reliability and quality aspects of
the semiconductor products supplied by Motorola
worldwide. It is a compilation of both long and short term
reliability test results, plus quality data from all of Motorola's
semiconductor operations including ASICs, Oiscretes,
MOS Memories, MPUlMCU, Logic and Analog products.
The summaries are the result of many tests and evaluations
performed
throughout
Motorola'S
design
and
manufacturing locations.
Order by: BR5181D
1-9 copies:

MIL-Processed Devices:
Technical Data
A product selector guide with data sheet information on
Motorola'S discrete semiconductors processed and tested
to MI L standard specifications. These selected products are
intended to provide the same assurance of higtHeliability
as their fully MIL-qualified counterparts but to allow the
latest and most advanced products to be incorporated in
new designs without the inevitable delay in waiting for full
MIL approval.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 3.40 ea.

Order by: BR904ID
1-9 copies:

880pen Sourcebook, Edition 4
The SSopen Consortium is a collection of hardware and
software vendors and computer users who are dedicated to
creating an open computing environment based on
Motorola's MasOOO RISC processor. The Consortium has
developed specifications governing the binary and object
level interface between the operating system and the
application software. All software that complies with the
specification will run without modification on all computer
systems that comply with the specification. This book is a
reference for products that are certified, or are in the
process of being certified, as complying.
BR7241D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 3.2088.
$ 2.95ea.
$ 2.70 88.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.0588.

Packaging Manual for ASIC Arrays
Rev 1
This manual is intended to be used as a supplement to
previously published design manuals and data sheets for
Motorola's ASICs. It includes a summary of packages
available for commercial arrays: detailed mechanical data
on each package; reliability and handling information; and
thermal performance data for the 62A, HOC, MCA2 and
MCA3series.
Order by: BR9161D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$3.0288.
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.00 ea.
Prlcea are eub)ect til changa without notice.

Communications, Power and Signal
Technologies Group Reliability Audit Report

The Motorola Explorer's Guide to the
World of Embedded Control Solutions
The Explorer's Guide provides a comprehensive overview
of Motorola's embedded control solutions under the
headings of consumer Electronics, Office Automation,
Communications, Instrumentation & Control and
Automotive Loose-leaf sheets summaries the devices in
the M68HC05 and '08 MCU families; the M68HC11 MCU
family; the M68000 and M68300 MPU families; the
PowerPC and M88000 RISC MPUs; Motorola's Date
Communications products; Neuron chips for LonWorks
networking, and the DSP56000, DSP561 00 and DSP96000
DSP families. A product/application cross reference is
provided in the form of a poster-sized selector guide.

Rev 15
This report provides product reliability information
concerning key technologies, test procedures and product
characteristics for Motorola's broad range of discrete
devices, a range that includes optoelectronics, pressure
sensors and RF modules in addition to the more
conventional discrete products. Includes ''The Navigator" to
help locate information on specific devices.
Order by: BR9231D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.85ea.

Semiconductor Products Sector
Reliability and Quality Report

BR1137/D
1-9 copies:

Rev 114093
Motorola's Quality System maintains continuous product
improvement goals in a" phases of the operation. Statistical
Process Control (SPC), quality control sampling, reliability
audit and accelerated stress testing techniques monitor the
performance of a" products. This report provides data on
trends and the current levels of quality and reliability for
Motorola's portfolio of memory devices. It includes an
overview of reliability and quality philosophy, and short
sections on reliability data analysis and process control
techniques.
Order by: BR1100/D
1-9 copies:

FASTATICS
Fast Static RAM Cross Reference Guide
1QTR94
This cross reference is a matrix conSisting of a" FSRAM
products. It is a quick overview of competition for each Fast
Static RAM part. The cross reference is divided into
BiCMOS/CMOS, Application Specific Memories, and
Modules sections for easy identification. A" of Motorola's
most recently introduced devices are listed, including our
high performance microprocessor specific second level
cache component and module solutions. Also included are
the industry's fastest BiCMOS devices - 6 ns 256 Kbyte
and 8ns 1 Megabit.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.75 ea.

M68HC05 & M68HC08 Family Customer
Specified Integrated Circuit (CSIC)
Mlcrocontroller Unit (MCU) Literature

Order by: BR11431D
1-9 copies:

Rev 6
This document has been prepared as an aid in selecting and
ordering technical information for the M68HC05 and
M68HC08 family CSIC MCU's. Available M6804,M6805HMOS, and M146805CMOS family device literature
is also listed. Included is a list of Motorola authorized
distributors, sales offices, and a literature order form.
Order by: BR11121D
1-9 copies:

Rev 2

Weight: 1 lb.
$ .15 ea.

Motorola's Quality System Review (QSR) is a means by
which the company evaluates the continuing health of the
Quality System in each of its major business units and
suppliers. It defines a vision of how Motorola's business
should be conducted, sets a common goal of perfection and
provides an awareness of Quality System requirements
across the whole organization. The QSR guidelines are
provided to train the reviewers, aid the understanding of
each review question and assist in the scoring process.
They may also be of interest to Motorola's quality conscious
customers.

Rev 4
This document has been prepared as a quarterly guide to
the broad range of 16- and 32-bit microprocessors
available from Motorola. It is intended to be a handy
reference guide to Motorola's MPU portfolio that
complements the other sources of technical product
information.

PriCH are 8ubject to change without notice.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ .35 ea.

Motorola Quality System
Review Guidelines

Hlgh-Performance Internal Product
Portfolio Overview

Order by: BR1133/D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 7.00 ea.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 3.00 ea.

Order by: BR1202lD
1-9 copies:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 6.00ea.

16132-Blt Applications Manual

CATS - Customer Analysis
Tracking System

Rev 1

An introduction to Motorola's Customer Analysis Tracking
System, developed to ensure that customers' queries and
concerns are routed rapidly to the responsible
area - worldwide - and to provide a timely response.
BR13061D
1-9 copies:

This manual is a compilation of Application Notes, Article
Reprints and other applications literature relating to
Motorola's range of 16- and 32-bit microprocessors and
peripherals. The documents were published Originally by
Motorola under the references shown in the contents list.
Specific data on all Motorola products, including the power
devices mentioned in this manual, can be obtained through
Motorola's Franchised Distributors and Sales Offices.

Weight: 1 lb.
$1.30 ea.

OACS System Brochure
Rev 1

Order by: DL409/D

Describes how Motorola's Open Architecture CAD
System™ Rev 2.0 addresses newtrends in ASIC design.
Higher densities, more complex architectures and cell
and array topologies are being combined onto single
chips with CMOS and ECl technologies. OACS provides a
unique design environment where universal tools function
together, independent of technology, to perform ASIC
verification at the system level. The integration of tools from
Mentor Graphics, Cadence Design Systems and Synopsis
is illustrated together with· some specialized tools
developed by Motorola.

1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: BR1400lD
1-9 copies:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.

Power Applications Manual
Rev 1
This manual is a compilation of 60 Application Notes,
Article Reprints and other applications literature relating to
Motorola's range of power semiconductors. A Device
Cross-Reference indicates where specific components are
featured in applications documents in the manual; in
addition to the index, an abstract of each document is
provided as an aid to the location of particular topiCS.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.20 ea.

MultlChlp Module Solutions
Order by: DL410/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

This MultiChip Module color brochure offers information on
MCM technology definitions, module advantages, design
choices, design strategy and MCM development expertise.
Order by: BR1437/D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.50 ea.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.

Communications Applications Manual

8-Bit MCU Application Manual

Rev 1

Rev 1

This manual is a compilation of 44 Application Notes,
Article Reprints and other applications literature relating to
Motorola's semiconductors for Communications and
related applications. A Device Cross-Reference indicates
where specific components are featured in applications
documents in the manual, and an abstract of each
document is provided in addition to the index. Topics range
from Speakerphones and Key Systems to FM Receivers,
from Fiber OptiCS to DSP, from RS232 to MAP and ISDN.

This manual is a compilation of Application Notes, Article
Reprints and other applications literature relating to
Motorola's range of 8-bit Microcomputer Units (MCUs).
The documents were published originally by Motorola under
the references shown in the contents list. Specific data on all
Motorola products, including the 8-bit MCU devices
mentioned in this manual, can be obtained through
Motorola's Franchised Distributors and Sales Offices.
Order by: DL408lD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: DL411/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2lbs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.
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Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.85 ea.
$13.25 ea.
$12.20 ea.

PrlC88 are subJect to change without notice.

Industrial Control Applications Manual

RF Products Selector Guide and
Cross Reference

This manual is a compilation of 42 Application Notes and
other applications literature relating to Motorola's
semiconductors for Industrial Control Applications. A
Device Cross-Reference indicates where specific
components are featured in applications documents in the
manual, and an abstract of each document is provided in
addition to the index. Topics include temperature and
pressure measurement, AID conversion for industrial
applications, motor control and industrial interfacing.

Rev 11
This publication presents RF products of Motorola Phoenix,
Motorola Toulouse (France), and Motorola Hong Kong. The
RF products are categorized by Power FETs, Power
Bipolar, Small Signal Bipolar, Integrated Circuits, and
Amplifiers. Cross reference information and a list of devices
not recommended for new design are also included.

Order by: DL4121D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Master Selection Guide

Order by: 8G461D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$14.8588.
$13.2588.
$12.2088.

Rev 7 Q3/94
For the design engineer, the Motorola Master Selection
Guide is perhaps the most important single document for
the identification and preliminary selection of components
for circuit and system designs. Within its pages is a
complete listing and description of Motorola semiconductor
devices currently in general use, and those recommended
for new designs. It serves two purposes:

Radio, RF and Video Applications Manual
This manual is a compilation of 37 Application Notes and
other applications literature relating to Motorola'S
semiconductors for Radio, RF and Video applications. A
Device Cross-Reference indicates where specific
components are featured in applications documents in the
manual, and an abstract of each document is provided in
addition to the index. Topics include RF amplifier designs,
the application of Motorola's TV ICs, designing for very high
speed logic, and PLL fundamentals.
Order by: DL4131D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

1. It lists all standard products in the vast Motorola
semiconductor inventory for rapid identification.
2. It divides this total product offering into a variety of
major product categories, with sufficient technical
information to permit an intelligent first-order
evaluation as to the most suitable devices for a
specific application.

Welgnt: 2 Ibs.
$14.8588.
$13.2588.
$12.2088.

Order by: 8G731D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

FET Applications Manual

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 5.4088.
$ 5.00e8.
$ 4.6088.

Switch mode - A Designer's Guide for
Switching Power Supply Circuits and
Components

A compilation of 34 applications documents concerned with
Motorola's FETs for small signal, audio and power
applications. A Device Cross-Reference indicates where
specific components are featured in the applications
documents in the manual, and an abstract of each
document is provided in addition to the index. TopiCS include
MOSFET/bipoiar comparisons, the application of
MOSFETs in motor control and switching power supplies,
driving MOSFETs from logic and other sources, and audio
and VHF MOSFET-based amplifiers.
Order by: DL414/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.1588.

Rev 5
This guide is intended to provide the designer with an
overview of the more popular inverter circuits, their basic
theory of operation and some of the subtle characteristics
involved in selecting a circuit and the appropriate
components. Also included are valuable design tips on both
the major passive and active components needed for a
successful design. Finally, a complete set of selector guides
to Motorola's Switchmode components is provided, which
gives a detailed listing of the industry'S most comprehensive
line of semiconductor products for switching power supplies.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$12.10e8.
$10.8088.
$ 9.9688.

Order by: 8G79/D
1-9 copies:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.2588.

Linear and Interface Integrated Circuits
Selector Guide and Cross Reference

Advanced Mlcrocontroller
Quarterly Update

RevS

Rev 7

The selector guide summarizes over 1500 Motorola
Standard Analog ICs. The technical summaries list key
specs and/or block diagrams for over 650 device types in a
variety of packages. The information is organized into
easy-ta-identify chapters.
Order by: SG961D
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 2.20 ea.

This selector guide overviews the 32-bit M68300 Family,
the 16-bit M68HC16 Family, and the 8-bit M68HC11 and
M6801 Families of MCUs, as well as associated evaluation
and development products.
Order by: SG1661D
1-9 copies:

Commercial Plus and Mil/Aero Application
IC and Discrete Selector Guide

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.30ea.

High Performance MPU Quarterly Update

Rev 5

Rev 13

Commercial Plus Technologies Operation is 100%
dedicated to the manufacture and supply of standard
military/aerospace integrated circuit and discrete products,
with controlled
engineering,
manufacturing and
administrative resources. Products are manufactured,
screened and tested worldwide, on lines certified to the
requirements of the pertinent military/aerospace
requirements.
Order by: SG1381D
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 1.85 ea.

This selector guide overviews the M68000 Family of
Microprocessors and the associated development systems.

DSP Quarterly Update

This selector guide covers new products, recent changes to
existing products, and products worthy of special
consideration in the broad product portfolio from the MOS
Digital- Analog Integrated Circuits Division.

Order by: SG167/D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.30ea.

Mixed-Signal Solutions From
MOS Digital - Analog IC Quarterly Update
Rev 9

Rev 12
This selector guide describes Motorola's architecturallycompatible Digital Signal Processing Chips, including 16and 24-bit fixed point and 32-bit floating point families,
peripheral chips, and development tools.
Order by: SG1461D
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 0.30 ea.

Order by: SG169/D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.35ea.

FAST Static RAM Quarterly Update
Rev 83Q94

Sensor Operations Signal Products Division
Quarter 2, 1994

This selector guide provides an overview of Motorola's
fast-growing FSRAM product line. Included are SiCMOS,
CMOS, and Application Specific Fast Static RAMs and
FSRAM modules.

This selector guide summarizes the pressure and
temperature sensor product families. Additionally, it
provides information on sample kits, evaluation boards,
new products, a cross reference table and package
drawings.
Order by: SG1621D
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 0.40 ea.

Order by: SG171/D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.30ea.

Dynamic RAM Quarterly Update

CSIC Mlcrocontroller Quarterly Update

Rev63Q94

Rev 12

This selector guide provides an overview of Motorola's
DRAM products. Included are 1M, 4M, and 16M
components, as well as a wide range of DRAM modules.

This selector guide provides a concise overview of the
large, and still fast-growing M68HC05 Family of MCUs, as
well as the HMOS M6805 and M6804 Families.
Order by: SG1651D
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 0.30 ea.

Order by: SG1721D
1-9 copies:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.30ea.
Price••ra SUbJect to change without notlcs.

CSIC Modular Development Tools
Quarterly Update

ASIC Overview Guide
Contains highlights of high speed bipolar (ECl & ETl) and
CMOS (1-micron and sub-micron) gate arrays in densities
ranging from 800 to over 300,000 gates. The Customer
Defined Array'" concept which mixes gate array and
standard cell architectures on the same chip is described.
An overview of advanced packaging includes multichip
modules, tapes, automated bonding and molded carrier ring
technology. The Open Architecture CAD System™ design
automation software Rev 2.0 is described and a
comprehensive listing of ASIC literature is included.

Rev 13094
This selector guide overviews Motorola's family of modular
development tools that are available for designing,
debugging and
evaluating
Motorola 68HC(7)05
microcontrollers (MCU) in a user's target system.

Order by: S017310
2 or more copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.00 ea.

Power Products Division
New High Power Products

Order by: S0367/0
1-9 copies:

This selector guide provides an overview of Motorola's
Power Products Division's new high power products.
Included are the T0-264, SOT-227B and T0-247
packages.

Order by: S027610
1-9 copies:

Discrete Surface Mount Products
Selector Guide

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.30 ea.

Rev 1
Surface Mounttechnology offers the opportunity to continue
to advance the state-of-the-art designs that cannot be
accomplished with insertion technology. Surface mount
packages allow more optimum device performance with
smaller surface mount configuration. The low profile of
surface mount packages allows more boards to be utilized
in a given amount of space. The technology is cost effective,
allowing the manufacturer the opportunity to provide
smaller units and offer increased functions with the same
size product.

TTL, ECl, CMOS, & Special logic Circuits
Selector Guide
Rev 3
This selector guide is a quick reference to Motorola's vast
offering of standard logic integrated circuits. I n TIL, popular
due to its ease of use, low cost, medium-to-high speed
operation and good output drive capability, Motorola offers
both lS and FAST. Motorola's CMOS portfolio includes
MC14000B standard CMOS series devices, High-Speed
CMOS consisting of a full line of products that are
pinout-compatible with many lSTIl and MC14000B
standard CMOS devices, and Motorola FACT, an advanced
family of CMOS logic devices which offers designers a
solution to the long-standing combined barrier - high
speed and low power. Motorola's Emitter Coupled logic
(MECl) is a non-saturated form of digital logic which
eliminates transistor storage time permitting very high
speed operation. Motorola offers five versions of MECl:
MECl 10 K, MECl 10 H, MECl III and the recently
introduced families ECLinPS (ECl in picoseconds) and
ECLinPS Lite. Also included is a listing of Motorola's
complete line of Prescalers and Translators along with
Timing Solutions such as Clock Drivers and Programmable
Delay Chips.

Order by: S036610
1-9 copies:

Prlcee are IUbJect to changa without nollca.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.75ea.

Order by: S0370/0
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.80ea.

Commercial Plus and Mil/Aero Application
RF Products Selector Guide
This selector guide includes a complete list of RF products
offered by Commercial Plus Technologies Operation for
mil/aerospace applications, and includes information on
discrete transistors, amplifiers, GaAs products, and
package outlines, as well as screening requirements and
device ordering information.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.60 ea.

Order by: 8037310
1-9 copies:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.95e8.

III

User's Manuals

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family
Analog-to-Dlgltal Converter (ADC)
Reference Manual

MCA2800RAM and MCA2800ALS
Macrocell Array Design Manual
Rev 2

The ADC is a standardized module used in the M68300 and
M68HC16 modular microcontroller families. It is designed
for rapid manufacture of custom devices. The ADC is
interconnected to other modules in the MCU via the
intermodule bus (1MB). The ADC is a unipolar,
successive-approximation converter with eight modes of
operation and selectable 8- or 1o-bit resolution. This
manual describes the capabilities, operation, and functions
of the A DC.

Order by: ADCRMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

This 73-page manual presents complete design
procedures and performance specifications for the
MCA2800AlS and MCA2800RAM TTL compatible arrays.
These products are essentially the same except the
MCA2800RAM contains an embedded 16 x 8 RAM block.
The arrays are specified around industry standard AlS logic
DC limits. Functional logic design considerations describe
pinouts, intemal array connections and minImax power
diSSipation calculations. AC performance guidelines
consider package delay, simultaneous switching noise,
clock distribution and delay variations versus temperature
and voltage. An extensive library of functions is provided
with worst case propagation delays, power ratings and DC
electrical characteristics.

Weight: 1 lb.

$ 2.3588.
$ 2.1088.
$ 1.95 ea.

MCA800ECUMCA2500ECL, Macrocell
Array Design Manual

Order by: BR3121D

Rev 1
This 83-page manual presents complete design
procedures and performance specifications for the
MCA800ECl and MCA2500ECl arrays. These products
are essentially identical-the MCA800ECl being a smaller
version of the MCA2500ECL. Both arrays are compatible
with ECl 10H and 100K logic families. Information is
provided to transform a system into logic designs utilizing
the arrays. TopiCS include guidelines for package
characteristics, simultaneous switching, signal skew and
other issues necessary to high performance design. CAD
procedures and package selection is described. An
extensive library of macro functions is provided with worst
case propagation delays, power ratings, and DC electrical
characteristics.

Order by: BR1651D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.

$ 1.0088.

1-9 copies:

M68HC08 Central Processor Unit
Reference Manual
The CPU08 is the central processing unit (CPU) of the
Motorola M68HC08 Family of microcontroller units (MCUs).
The fully object code compatible CPU08 offers M68HC05
users increased performance with no loss of time or
software investment in their HC05-based applications.The
CPU08 also appeals to users of other MCU architectures
who need the CPU08 combination of speed, low power,
processing capabilities, and cost effectiveness.

Order by: CPU08RM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.

$ 1.5088.
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Weight: 1 lb.

$ 1.9588.
$ 1.7588.
S 1.60 88.

Prlc.. ara eubjel;t to chang_ whhout nollce.

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family Central
Processor Unit (CPU16) Reference Manual

DSP56000/DSP56001
Digital Signal Processor User's Manual

Rev 2

Rev 2

The CPU 16 is a standardized module used in the M68HC 16
modular microcontroller family. It is designed for rapid
manufacture of custom devices. The CPU16 is
interconnected to other modules in the MCU via the
intermodule bus (1MB). The CPU16 provides compatibility
with the M68HC11 , and additional capabilities associated
with 16-- and 32...oit data sizes, 20-bit addressing, and
digital signal processing. This manual describes the
capabilities, operation, and functions of the CPU 16.
Order by: CPU16RMlAD
Weight: 2lbs.
1-9 copies:
$ 3.20 ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 3.00 ea.
$ 2.80 ea.
25 or more:

Digital Signal Processing is the arithmetic processing of
real-time signals sampled and digitized at regular intervals.
Motorola's DSP56000 and DSP56001 programmable
CMOS DSPs are optimized to execute algorithms in as few
operations as possible while maintaining a high degree of
accuracy. The architecture is designed to maximize
throughput in data-intensive applications. This book
provides full functional and programming information,
including instruction set details arranged in mnemonic
order, allowing the user to deSign DSp...oased systems and
to code DSP and data manipulation algorithms.

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family Central
Processor Unit (CPU32) Reference Manual

Order by: DSP56000UM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Rev 1
The CPU32 is a standardized module used in the M68300
modular microcontroller family. It is designed for rapid
manufacture of custom devices. The CPU32 is
interconnected to other modules in the MCU via the
intermodule bus (1MB). The CPU32 is based on the
industry-standard MC68000 processor, and has many
features of the MC6801 0 and MC68020, as well as unique
features
suited for high-performance controller
applications. This manual describes the capabilities,
operation, and functions of the CPU32.
Order by: CPU32RMlAD
Welgilt: 2 Ibs.
1-9 copies:
$ 3.25ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 2.9Oea.
$ 2.65e8.
25 or more:

DSP56004 Digital Signal Processor
User's Manual
This manual describes the DSP56004 24-bit digital
signal processor, its memory and o'perating modes, and
its peripheral modules. It is intended to be used with
either the DSP56K Central Processing Unit Manual
(DSP56KFAMUMIAD) or the DSP56000 Digital Signal
Processor Family Manual (DSP56KFAMUMIAD), which
both describe the central processing unit, programming
models, and the instruction set. The Central Processing
Unit Manual is simply a renamed Family Manual. This
manual refers to the Central Processing Unit Manual, which
can be used interchangeably with the Family Manual.

DSP56000 Digital Signal Processor
Family Manual

Order by: DSP56004UM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Motorola's DSP56000 Family of 24-bit general purpose
Digital Signal Processors features a modular chip layout
based round a standard central processing module. This
manual describes this module in detail and provides
practical information for designers. After an introduction to
digital signal processing, sections include DSP56000
Central Architecture Overview, Data Arithmetic Logic Unit,
Address Generation Unit, Program Control Unit, Instruction
Set Description, Processing States, External Memory Port,
PLL Clock Oscillator and On Chip Emulator. A 338 page
alphabetic appendix describes each instruction in detail.
DSP56KFAMUMIAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Price. are subject to change without notice.

Weight: 3 Ibs.
$ 6.00ea.
$ 5.30ea.
$ 4.85ea.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 4.70ea.
$ 4.20ea.
$ 3.85e8.

DSP56100, Digital Signal Processor
Family Manual
The DSP561 00 Family Manual provides a description of the
components that are common to all DSP56100 family
processors and includes a detailed description of the basic
DSP561 00 family instruction set.

Weight: 2lbs.
$ 3.25 ea.
$ 2.90 ea.
$ 2.65 ea.

Order by: DSP56100FMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
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Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 4.05ea.
$ 3.75ea.
$ 3.45 ea.

DSP56156 Digital Signal Processor
User's Manual

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family General
Purpose Timer (GPT) Reference Manual

This manual is intended to be used with the DSP56100
Family Manual. The DSP56100 Family Manual provides a
description of the components of the DSP56100 CORE
processor, which is common to all DSP56100 family
processors, and includes a detailed description of the basic
DSP56100 CORE instruction set. The DSP56156 User's
Manualprovides a brief overview of the core processor and
detailed descriptions of the memory and peripherals that
are chip specific.

The GPT is a standardized module used in the M68300 and
M68HC16 modular microcontroller families. It is designed
for rapid manufacture of custom devices. The GPT is
interconnected to other modules in the MCU via the
intermodule bus (1MB). The GPT is a Simple yet flexible
11 ~hannel timer for use in systems where a moderate level
of CPU control is required. This manual describes the
capabilities, operation, and functions of the GPT.

Order by: DSP56156UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: GPTRM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 11b
$2.8588.
$ 2.6588.
$ 2.45 ea.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.70 ea.

$ O.60ea.
$ 0.55ea.

H4C Series Design Reference Guide
Rev 1

DSP56166 Digital Signal Processor
User's Manual

This 600 page book sets an industry standard for
high-performance CMOS gate array design documentation.
Written specifically for Motorola'S H4CTM Series of
sulHnicron CMOS gate arrays, the book describes the
benefits of tripl&-Iayer metal routing, JTAG boundary scan,
timing driven layout and phase locked loop control of clock
skew. Embedded memory and other special functions are
explained in detail. A comprehensive packaging section
provides thermal information and guidelines for choosing a
package to meet system power and performance goals.
This book is a valuable resource for state of the art ASIC
designs using high density CMOS gate arrays.

This manual is intended to be used with the DSP56100
Family Manual. The DSP56100 Family Manual provides a
description ofthe components ofthe DSP5616 core that are
common to all DSP561 00 family processors and includes a
detailed description of the basic DSP56100 family
instruction set. The DSP56166 User's Manual provides a
brief overview of the core processor and a detailed
description of the memory and peripheries that are specific
to the DSP56166.
Order by: DSP56166UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: H4CDM/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 3.70ea.
$ 3.30ea.
$ 3.05ea.

H4CPlus Series Design Reference Guide

DSP960021EEE Floating-Point Dual-Port
Processor User's Manual

This 350 page databook provides comprehensive
guidelines for mixed 3.3 V/5 V designs using Motorola'S
H4CPlus™ Series of sub-micron CMOS gate arrays. These
devices represent the transition solution from standard 5 V
power supplies to the 3.3 V environment of low-power
systems. The book describes mixed-voltage capabilities,
high speed interface macros, and analog PLL functions for
chip-t~hip clock skew management. Flexibility in choice
of core and I/O power rails are described to allow optimum
trade-off of power dissipation against speed for networking
and communication products. A packaging section
provides guidelines for selection including the new plastiC
ball grid array (BGA). Additional sections outline Motorola's
OACSTM design system for top-down, timing driven
designs.

This manual describes the first member of Motorola's family
of dual-port IEEE floating-point CMOS Digital Signal
Processors. Topics covered include signal descriptions,
bus operation, chip and software architectures, data
organization, addressing modes, the instruction set,
expansion ports and I/O peripherals, exception processing,
operating modes, memory maps and the OnCETM on-chip
emulator. Full details of each instruction are provided
one-per-page in alphabetic order of mnemonic;
appendices provide 204 pages of standard benchmarks
and describe the handling of IEEE floating-point arithmetic
by the DSP960002.
Order by: DSP96002UM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 7.10 ea.
$ 6.55ea.
$ 6.05 ea.

Weight: 3 Iba.
$ 6.00ea.
$ 5.30 ea.
$ 4.85ea.

Order by: H4CPDMlD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
15

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 3.00ea.
$ 2.65ea.
$ 2.40 ea.

Prlc.. are subject to change without notice.

Supplement to H4CPlus Series Design
Reference Guide
See description for H4CPDM/D above.
Order by: H4CPDMAD/D
1-9 copies:

HDC Series Design Manual
Rev 2

Weight: 1 lb.
$0.5588.

Provides complete deSign information for Motorola's
1-micron drawn gate length, triple layer metal, high
density CMOS array series. Includes a discussion of
design considerations; a selector guide list of available
macros, memory blocks and other functions; pin orders and
lists; timing and electrical considerations; packages and
array floorplans; quality data; and full data sheet information
for each function.

MECL System Design Handbook
Rev 1
Engineers look increasingly at ECL families such as MECL
III, MECL 10Kand MECL 10 Hto meet demands for higher
performance systems. DeSigning with MECL is no more
difficult than designing with slower logic, but an
understanding of factors affecting system performance is
essential for optimum design - MECL features such as
transmission line driving, complementary outputs,
wired-OR and versatile functions contribute as much as
short propagation delays and high toggle rates. This book
provides complete information about MECL operation, to
allow design rules for specific systems to be established.
Order by: HB205JD
Weight: 2 Ibs.
1-9 copies:
$ 2.70 ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 2.40 88.
25 or more:
$ 2.20 88.

Order by: HDCDM/D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

LONBulLDER User's Guide
Motorola manufactures and sells a unique microcontroller
that supports the LONWORKS technology developed by
Echelon Corporation. LONWORKS technology is a complete
platform for implementing distributed control networked
systems. This manual teaches system developers how to
use Echelon's LONBulLDER Developer's Workbench, an
integrated hardware and software environment that
provides the tools necessary to build these systems quickly,
easily, and inexpensively.

Discrete Military Operation Handbook
Rev 1
Manufacturers of high-reliability/military equipment build
complex systems which require components that exhibit
long service life under severe operating conditions; the
reliability of these components usually determines the
accuracy of missile systems and the long operational life
required of spacecraft. This handbook is intended as a
preliminary guide to assist understanding of the product
requirements for the military marketplace and of Motorola's
capabilities as a key supplier to this market. Includes an
overview of JAN-series testing and a summary of
procurement procedures.
Weight: 1 lb.
Order by: HB2141D
1-9 copies:
$ 2.00ea.
$ 1.6088.
10-24 copies:
$ 1.3588.
25 or more:

Order by: LONUGIAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Rev 3
Provides users with concise information on Motorola's
M6805 HMOS and M146805 CMOS microcomputer
families. Thorough descriptions and instructions are given,
beginning with a general description and introduction to the
families, and including details of the hardware and software
features illustrated with many standard applications. More
advanced applications are covered by reprinted application
notes. The manual concludes with detailed definitions of
each instruction, arranged in alphanumeric order, with a
cycle-by-cycle operation summary.

An operating handbook for the M68HC711D3PGMR
Programmer Board, including hardware preparation and
installation instructions, operating instructions, and full
hardware description with circuit diagram and parts layout.
The Programmer Board provides a cost-effective means of
programming MC68HC711D3 devices; an R8-232C
compatible personal computer such as an IBM PCTM or
Apple Macintosh™ is used to download user assembled

Order by: M6805UMlAD3
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

code.

Prices are aubject to change wIthout notice.

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 6.00ea.
$ 5.3088.
$ 4.8588.

M6805 HMOS/M146805 CMOS Family
User's Manual

M68HC11711D3PGMR Programmer Board
User's Manual

HC711D3PGMRlAD1
1-9 copies:

Weight: 3 Ibs.
$ 3.3588.
$ 3.0088.
$ 2.5088.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.80 88.
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Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 2.7088.
$ 2.4088.
$ 2.2088.

MC6809-MC6809E Microprocessor
Programming Manual

M68HC11EVB Evaluation Board
User's Manual

The MC6809 and MC6809E are greatly enhanced,
upwar~ompatible and faster extensions
of the
MC6800MPU. This programming manual provides details
of the additional features, the addressing modes and
programming considerations, and assumes some
familiarity with the MC6800. Detailed information about
each instruction is given in an instructior.-per-page format,
arranged in alphabetical order of mnemonic. The
commands and code of the ASSIST09 Monitor Program are
also included.
Order by: M6809PMlAD
Weight: 2 Ibs.
1-9 copies:
$ 3.75e8.
10-24 copies:
$ 3.3588.
$ 3.10 e8.
25 or more:

The M68HC11 EVB Evaluation Board is a low cost tool for
debugging and evaluating M68HC11-based target
systems. This manual provides a description of - and user
instructions for - the EVB, including general information,
hardware preparation and installation instructions, a
description of the BUFFALO monitor program, operating
instructions, and a hardware description containing signal
descriptions and circuit diagrams. Appendices give an
8-Record specification and a listing of the BUFFALO
program.
M68HC11 EVB/D1
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.70 88.

M68HC11EVM Evaluation Module
User's Manual

CPU32BUG Debug Monitor User's Manual
The M68CPU32BUG Debug Monitor allows users to
evaluate and debug systems based on the M6833xBCC
'Business Card Computer'. This manual gives an
introduction and general description of the software, lists
and describes the command set with examples of the use of
each command, and describes the Assembler!
Disassembler, Separate chapters are devoted to the TRAP
#15 handler, which allows system calls from user programs,
and to the Diagnostic Firmware Package. Appendices
cover the Motorola 8-Record format, the self-test error
messages, and customization of CPU32Bug to the user's
particular situation.
M68CPU32BUG/AD1
Weight: 2lbs.
1-9 copies:
$6.30ee.

The manual provides a product overview, details of
hardware preparation, installation and operating
instructions and a functional description of the
M68HC11 EVM Evaluation Module. It also includes
comprehensive support information in the form of connector
signal descriptions, a parts list with location diagram, and
full schematic diagrams. An appendix gives Motorola
S-Record information.

M68HC05P9EVS Manual

Assumes no knowledge of microcontrollers and no MCU
applications experience. Provides a basic but thorough
introduction to the features and operation of microcontrollers,
followed by a chapter describing the architecture, addressing
modes, instruction set, communications and timer of the
MC68HC705C8. The final section traces the development of
the hardware and software for a practical application (a home
thermostat project) with circuit diagram and full software
listing. Full M68HC05 instruction set details are given in an
appendix, and the book ends with 50 review questions
based on the gUide.

M68HC05 Applications Guide
Rev 1

The M68HC05P9EVS Evaluation System (EVS) is a cost
effective tool fordesigning, debugging and evaluating target
systems based on the MC68HC05P1, MC68HC05P4,
MC68HC05P7, MC68HC05P9 and MC68HC705P9 MCUs.
This manual provides a general description of the EVS, plus
hardware preparation, installation instructions, operating
instructions, a functional description and support information.
Includes full descriptions - with examples - of the
commands of the resident EVSbug monitor, and Motorola
8-record information.
M68HC05P9EVSlD1
1-9 copies:

Weight: T.O.
$3.2088.

M68HC11 EVM/AD7
1-9 copies:

Order by: M68HC05AGlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$3.7588.

HC08 Family Reference Guide

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 2.25ea.
$ 2.0088.

$ 1.80 ea.

A convenient pocket-sized guide providing quick access to
essential M68HC08 information such as the Instruction Set,
full details of instructions that have been added to the
M68HC05 set, Address Mode descriptions and an Opcode
Map.
M68HC08RGlAD
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$1.0088.
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M68HC11 Reference Manual

M68000 Family Programmer's
Reference Manual

Rev 3

Rev 1
Contains detailed information, in an instruction-per-page
format, on each of the instructions used by the MPUs and
coprocessors in the M68000 family. Includes MPUs from
the MC68000 to the MC68040, the MC68851 PMMU, the
MC68881 and MC68882 Floating-Point Coprocessors,
and the CPU32 processor core used in the M68300 family.
The manual is divided into Integer Instructions,
Floating-Point Instructions, Supervisor (Privileged)
Instructions, and CPU32 Instructions and Addressing
Modes. A format summary lists all the instructions in binary
format, and a processor/instruction cross-reference is
include.
Weight: 2 Ibs.
Order by: M68000PM/AD
1-9 copies:
$ 3.70ea.
$ 3.30e8.
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
$ 3.00e8.

A valuable aid in the development of M68HC11
applications. Detailed descriptions of all intemal
subsystems have been developed and checked against
Motorola internal design documentation, making it perhaps
the most comprehensive reference manual available for the
M68HC11 family; it complements the data sheet but does
not replace it. Practical applications demonstrate the
operation of each subsystem; they are treated as complete
systems, including hardware/software interactions and
trade-offs. Discusses interfacing techniques to prevent
component damage, and efficient use of the instruction set.
Order by: M68HC11 RMIAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 2.65ea.
$ 2.35e8.
$ 2.15ea.

M68HC11, PCBUG11 User's Manual
M68000 8-I16-132-Blt Microprocessors
User's Manual

PCBUG11 is a software package for easy access to
M68HC11 MCUs.ltallowsausertoprogramanymemberof
the M68HC11 family and examine the behavior of intemal
peripherals. Users may also run their own programs on the
MCU - breakpoint and trace processing are available. This
spiral--bound manual explains how to install and run
PCBUG11, and how to correct common problems.
PCBUG11 is distributed free of charge by Motorola and is
available either from the bulletin board in Texas, or from
selected Motorola distributors and sales offices.
Order by: M68PCBUG11/D2
1-9 copies:

RevS
Provides hardware details and programming information for
the MC68000, MC68008, MC68010 and MC68HCOOO
microprocessors. The MC68008 has an 8-bit data bus and
smaller addressing range. The MC6801 0 introduced virtual
memory to the family and has a few different instructions.
The MC68HCOOO uses about 10% of the power of the
MC68000; otherwise the devices are very similar. The
manual fully describes their electrical and operating
characteristics, noting any differences. Includes a summary
of the instruction set. Refer to MC68000PMlAD
Programmer's Reference Manualfor complete details on the
instruction set.
Order by: M68000UMlAD
Weight: 2 Ibs.
1-9 copies:
$ 1.95e8.
10-24 copies:
$ 1.80ea.
$ 1.65ea.
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 3.75ea.

M6800 Programming Reference Manual
Motorola's M6800 development tools are designed to
simplify the development of systems based on the M6800
family of MCUs and peripherals. This manual - first
published in 1976 - provides descriptions of the M6800
Program-visible Registers, Interrupts and Stack
Operations, Addressing Modes, and Instruction Set.
M6SPRM/D
1-9 copies:

Prices are subject to change without notice.

M68020 32-Blt Microprocessor
User's Manual

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 5.00 ea.

This manual describes the capabilities, operation and
programming of the MC68020 second-generation, 32-bit
enhanced microprocessor and the MC68EC020 enhanced
embedded microprocessor. Refer to M68DODPMIAD,
Programmer's Reference Manual, for complete details on
the instruction set.
Order by: M68020UMlAD
Weight: 2 Ibs.
1-9 copies:
$ 2.10 ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 2.00ea.
25 or more:
$ 1.85 ea.
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M68040 32-Blt Thlrd-Generatlon
Microprocessor User's Manual

M68HC11A8 Programming Reference Guide
Rev 1

Rev 1

A convenient pocket-sized guide providing quick access to
essential MC68HC11A8 information such as the
programming model, crystal dependent timing, interrupt
vectors, memory map, opcode maps, instructions,
addressing modes, execution times, registers and control
bits and pin assignments.

This manual describes the capabilities, operation and
programming of the MC68040, MC68EC040, and
MC68LC040 third-generation 32-bit MPUs. Multiple
con~urrent execution units and a highly integrated
architecture achieve very high performance. Cache
functionality is enhanced by on-chip bus snooping logic to
support multi-master applications. Refer to M68000PMlAD
Programmer's Reference Manual for complete details on
the instruction set.
Order by: M68040UM/AD
Weight: 2 Iba.
1-9 copies:
$ 3.10 ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 2.90ea.
25 or more:
$ 2.65ea.

Order by: MC68HC11A8RGlAD
1-9 copies:

MC68HC1103 and MC68HC71103
Programming Reference Guide
A convenient pocket-Sized guide providing quick access to
essential MC68HC11D3 and MC68HC711D3 information
such as the programming model, crystal dependent timing,
interrupt vectors, memory map, opcode maps, instructions,
addressing modes, execution times, registers and control
bits and pin assignments.

M68332EVK Evaluation Kit
Exercise Manual
A practical introduction to the MC68332 32-bit MCU, with
emphasis on the Time Processor Unit (TPU). Exercises are
based on the use of the M68332EVK Evaluation Kit with a
terminal (or personal computer with terminal emulator). The
manual provides information on power and terminal
connections; a sample program for debugger
experimentation; and application programs such as PWM
signal generation, match rate sampling and event counting.
M68332EVKEMlAD1
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.40ea.

Order by: MC68HC11D3RG/AD
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.40ea.

MC68HC11E Programming
Reference Guide

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 5.00 ea.

A convenient pocket-sized guide providing quick access to
essential information for the MC68HC11 E series of MCUs,
including the Programming Model, Crystal Dependent
Timing, Interrupt Vectors, Memory Map, Opcode Maps,
Instructions, Addressing Modes, Execution Times,
Registers and Control Bits, and Pin ASSignments. The guide
covers the MC68HC11 EO, 'E1, 'E8, 'E9 and 'E20, the
MC68HC711 E9 and 'E20, the MC68S711 E9 and the
MC68HC811E2.

MC68EC030 32-Bit Embedded Controller
User's Manual
The MC68EC030 is a 32-bit embedded controller that
streamlines the functionality of an MC68030 for the
requirements of embedded control applications. This manual
describes its capabilities, operation, and programming. Refer
to M6800PMlAD, Programmer's Reference Manual for
complete details on the instruction set.
Order by: MC68EC030UM/AD
Weight: 2 Iba.
1-9 copies:
$ 1.95ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 1.75ea.
25 or more:
$ 1.60 ea.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.00 ea.

MC68HC11ERGIAD
1-9 copies:

MC68HC11F1 Programming
Reference Guide
Rev 2

MC68HC05Cx HCMOS Single-Chip
Microcontrollers Programming
Reference Guide

A convenient pocket-sized guide providing quick access to
essential MC68HC11 F1 information such as the
programming model, crystal dependent timing, interrupt
vectors, memory map, opcode maps, instructions,
addressing modes, execution times, registers and control
bits and pin aSSignments.

Rev 1
A convenient pocket-sized guide providing quick access to
essential MC68HC05C-series information such as block
diagrams, memory maps, the programming model,
registers and control bits, instructions, addressing modes,
execution times and pin assignments.
Order by: MC68HC05CxRGlAD
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 0.75 ea.

Order by: MC68HC11 F1 RGIAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.75ea.
$ O.65ea.
$ O.60ea.

Prices sre subJaCt to cheng_ without notice.

MC68HC11K4 and MC68HC711K4
Programming Reference Guide

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family
MC68HC16Z1 User's Manual

A convenient pocket-sized guide providing quick access to
essential MC68HC11 K4 and MC68HC711 K4 information
~uch as the programming model, crystal dependent timing,
Interrupts, memory map, opcode maps, instructions,
addressing modes, execution times, special operations,
register and control bit assignments, and mechanical data.

The MC68HC16Z1 is a member of the M68HC16 modular
microcontroller family. Modular microcontrollers are built up
from standardized modules interconnected by an
intermodule bus (1MB). The MC68HC16Z1 incorporates a
16-bit central processing unit (CPU16), a system
integration module (SIM), an 8-/1 (}-bit analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), a queued serial module (QSM), a
general-purpose timer (GPT), and a 2048-byte standby
RAM (SRAM). This manual provides sufficient information
for normal operation of the MC68HC16Z1. Supplemental
reference manuals for specific modules provide more
detailed information, should a need arise.

Order by: MC68HC11K4RGlAD
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.7588.

MC68HC11KA4 and MC68HC711KA4
Programming Reference Guide

Order by: MC68HC16Z1UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

A convenient pocket-sized guide providing quick access to
essential
MC68HC11 KA4
and
MC68HC711 KA4
information such as the programming model, crystal
~epend.ent timing, interrupts, memory map, opcode maps,
Instructions, addressing modes, execution times, special
operations, register and control bit assignments, and
mechanical data.
'
Ordar by: MC68HC11KA4RGlAD
1-9 copies:

MC68HC16Z2 User's Manual
The MC68HC16Z2 is a high speed 16-bit MCU in the
M68HC16 Family that is upwardly compatible with
M68HC11 devices. To enable the rapid development of new
devices for specific applications, M68HC16 controllers are
built from standard modules interfacing through a common
bus-theM68HC16Z2 includes a true 16-bitCPU (CPU16),
System Integration Module, 8/1 (}-bit ADC, Queued Serial
Module, General Purpose Timer, 2048-byte Standby RAM
and an 8 Kbyte Masked ROM Module, all connected
through the Intermodule Bus. This manual describes the
operation of each module, with timing diagrams and a
summary of registers.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.7588.

MC68HC11L6 and MC68HC711L6
Programming Reference Guide
A convenient pocket-sized guide providing quick access to
essential MC68HC11L6 and MC68HC711L6 information
~uch as the programming model, crystal dependent timing,
Interrupt vectors, memory map, opcode maps, instructions,
addressing modes, execution times, registers and control
bits and pin assignment.
Ordar by: MC68HC11 L6RGlAD
1-9 copies:

MC68HC16Z2UM/AD
1-9 copies:

Rev 2
The MC68030 is a seconc\-generation 32-bit MPU in
Motorola's M68000 family. It combines a CPU core,
instruction and data caches, bus controller and memory
management unit in a single VLSI device. This manual
describes its capabilities, operation and programming.
Sections include data organization and addressing,
instruction set summary, processing states, signal
description, on-chip caches, bus operation, exception
processing, memory management unit, coprocessor
interface, instruction timing, applications information,
electrical specifications and mechanical data. Refer to
M68000PMIAD, Programmer's Reference Manual for
complete details on the instruction set.

The MC68HC16Y1 is a high-speed 16-bit MCU in the
M68HC16 family. It incorporates a true 16-bit CPU,
single-chip integration module (SCIM), an 8/1 (}-bit ADC,
multkhannel communication interface (MCCI), general
purpose timer (GPT), a 2 kByte standby RAM module with
TPU emulation capability (TPURAM) and a 48K masked
ROM. These modules are interconnected by an
intermodule but (1MB),
This
manual
includes
comprehensive information on all these modules, with
timing diagrams' and an instruction set summary.
Appendices
cover
electrical
and
mechanical
characteristics, a comprehensive register summary and
development support.

Prlcee _eubject to change without notice.

Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 2.3088.

MC68030 Enhanced 32-Bit MPU
User's Manual, Third Edition

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.3088.

MC68HC16Y1 User's Manual

MC68HC16Y1 UM/AD
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.4088.
$ 2.1088.
$ 1.9588.

Order by: MC68030UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
250rmor.:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$2.0088.
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Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 3.5088.
$ 3.2088.
$ 2.9088.

MC68040 Designer's Handbook

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family MC68330
Integrated CPU Processor User's Manual

This manual provides application examples and other
support information for the system designer using the
MC68040 32-bit microprocessor. It currently includes
information on instruction timing, floating-point
emulation, thermal considerations, transmission lines, bus
adapter design for applications with the MC68020/68030,
IEEE/P1149.1 test access port, and bus interface
considerations. It uses a loose-leaf format so additional
sections can be sent, as issued, to those who return the
registration card.
Order by: MC68040DH/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

The MC68330 is a member of the M68300 modular
microcontroller family. Modular microcontrollers are built up
from standardized modules interconnected by an
intermodule bus (1MB). The MC68330 incorporates a 32-bit
central processing unit (CPU32) and the system integration
module (SIM40). This manual describes the programming,
capabilities, registers, and operation of the MC68330.
Order by: MC68330UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 3 Iba.
$13.75 ea.
$12.25 ea.
$11.20 ea.

Modular Microcontroller Family MC68331
User's Manual

MC68302 Integrated Multl-Protocol
Processor User's Manual

Rev 1
The MC68331 is a member of the M68300 modular
microcontroller family. Modular microcontrollers are built up
from standardized modules interconnected by an
intermodule bus (1MB). The MC68331 incorporates a 32-bit
central processing unit (CPU32), an integration module
(SIM), a general-purpose timer (GPT) module, and a
queued serial module (QSM). This manual provides
sufficient information for normal operation of the MC68331.
Supplemental reference manuals for specific modules
provide more detailed information, should a need arise.

Rev 2
The MC68302 IMP is a VLSI device incorporating the main
building blocks needed to design a wide variety of powerful
communications controllers. It may be configured to support
5 different protocols, any 3 operating simultaneously. This
manual describes its architecture; the MC68000 processor
core on which it is based; the System Integration Block
which provides basic timing and interfacing functions
required by virtually every application; the Communications
Processor which includes 3 independent serial channels
with 6 DMA controllers; plus signal desCriptions and
electrical characteristics.

Order by: MC68302UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: MC68331UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 3.40ea.
$ 3.0088.
$ 2.75ea.

Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 2.85 ea.
$ 2.50ea.
$ 2.30 ea.

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family MC68332
User's Manual
Rev 1
The MC68332 is a member of the M68300 modular
microcontroller family. Modular microcontrollers are built up
from standardized modules interconnected by an
intermodulebus (1MB). The MC68332 incorporates a 32-bit
central processing unit (CPU32), an integration module
(SIM), a time processor unit (TPU), a queued serial module
(QSM), and a 2048-byte standby RAM (SRAM). This
manual provides sufficient information for normal operation
of the MC68332. Supplemental reference manuals for
specific modules provide more detailed information, should
a need arise.

MC68306UM Integrated ECOOO Processor
User's Manual
The MC68306 ECOOO Integrated Processor User's Manual
describes the programming, capabilities, registers, and
operation of the MC68306; the MC6800 Family
Programmer's Reference Manual provides instruction
details for the MC68306; and the MC68306 ECOOO
Integrated Processor Product Brief provides a brief
description of the MC68306 capabilities.
Order by: MC68306UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 1.40 ea.
$ 1.25ea.
$ 1.15 ea.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.75ea.
$ 1.65ea.
$ 1.50ea.

Order by: MC68332UM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
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Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 2.05e8.
$ 1.8088.
$ 1.65ea.

PrIces are aubj8ct to change without notice.

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family
MC68340 Integrated Processor with DMA
User's Manual

MC68488 General Purpose Interface
Adapter User's Manual
The MC68488 is a single-chip implementation of the GPIB
protocol. This manual describes the IEEE-488 Standard
and discusses the MC68488. It is intended for the
prospective user as well as the experienced
instrumentation designer, and can be used as a tutorial
presentation, a detailed user's manual or a reference guide.

Rev 1
The MC68340 is a member of the M68300 modular
microcontroller family. Modular microcontrollers are built up
from standardized modules interconnected by an
intermodule bus (1MB). The MC68340 incorporates a 32-bit
central processing unit (CPU32) and the system integration
module (SIM40). This manual describes the programming,
capabilities, registers, and operation of the MC68340.
Instruction details are in manual M68000PMIAD, described
earlier in this brochure.
Order by: MC68340UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: MC68488UM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.
$ 5.35ea.
$ 4.75e8.
$ 4.35ea.

MC68605 X.25 Protocol Controller
User's Manual
The MC68605 X.25 Protocol Controller (X PC) is an
intelligent HCMOS communications protocol controller that
implements the 1984 CCITI X.25 Recommendation, data
link access procedure (LAPB). This manual provides full
user information including operating modes, a description of
the internal registers and the shared memory structures that
provide communication with the host processor, details of
the command set and the external Signals, and the
operation of the bus. Timing and state diagrams are given
on foldout sheets for ease of reference.

Dragon 1 High Performance Integrated
Processor User's Manual
The MC68349 Dragon 1 is the highest performance
member of the Motorola M68300 family if integrated
processors. The MC68349 is designed to serve as the
central processor of personal intelligent communicators
and similar products requiring an optimal balance of
performance, integration, cost and power consumption.
The MC68349 is the first in a series of M68300 family
integrated processors designed specifically to support
rigorous requirements of consumer-oriented intelligent
personal electronics.
Order by: MC68349UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: MC68605UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.70e8.
$ 2.50 ea.
$ 2.3Oea.

The link-access procedure (LAPD) is the proposed
protocol for use at the link layer of ISDN configurations, for
both Signalling and data transfer. The MC68606 MLAPD
simplifies interfaCing a microprocessor to a packet network
by providing sequencing, error control, flow control and
multiplexing services. An on-chip DMA controller transfers
data packets to and from memory with minimal CPU
assistance. The user's manual provides full details of
memory structures, commands, LAPD operation and
electrical specifications.

The MC68360 Quad Integrated Communication Controller
(QUICC) is a development of the MC68302, but with higher
performance, increased flexibility and major extensions to
capability. It incorporates four Serial Communications
Controllers (SCC), two serial Management Controllers
(SMC) and a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). This manual
provides full details concerning the use and operation ofthe
QUICC, including signal descriptions, memory map, bus
operation, an overview of the CPU32+, System Integration
Module (SIM60), Communication Processor Module
(CPM), Test Access Port and electrical characteristics.
Includes a section discussing practical applications.

Prices are subject to change without notice.

Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 2.10 ea.
$ 1.90ea.
$ 1.70e8.

MC68606 Multi-Link LAPD Protocol
Controller User's Manual

MC68360 Quad Integrated
Communications Controller User's Manual

MC68360UMlAD
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 6.80ea.
$ 6.05ea.
$ 5.55ea.

Order by: MC68606UM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 3 Ibs.
$ 3.40 ea.
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Weight: 2 Iba.
$ 2.30 ea.
$ 2.05ea.
$ 1.9Oea.

MC68824 Token Bus Controller
User's Manual

Fiber Distributed Data Interface
User's Manual

Rev 1

Fiber distributed date interface (FOOl) is a 100 Mbps,
fiber-optic-based, token-ring local area network (LAN)
standard developed to accommodate rings of up to 1000
stations and a total ring length of 200 km. FOOl is an
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.
This standard specifies the media access control (MAC)
layer, the physical (PHY) layer, the physical medium
dependent (PMO) function, and the station management
(SMT) function. The MC68840 integrated fiber distributed
date interface (IFOOI) implements the MAC and PHY layers
as defined in the ANSI X3T9 standard and also includes a
non-standardized system interface to easily connect any
host system to the FOOl network. Combined with an
MC68836 FOOl clock generator (FCG), a single attach
station is fully implemented according to the X3T9 standard.

The MC68824 Token Bus Controller (TBC) was the first
single--chip device to implement the IEEE 802.4 Media
Access Control (MAC) sublayer of the Manufacturing
Automation Protocol (MAP). It operates as an intelligent
peripheral that relieves its host microprocessor of the frame
formatting and token management functions, using on-chip
OMA to transfer data frames to and from memory. This
manual is a detailed functional and electrical description of
the device, including programming information and an
overview of IEEE 802.4.
Order by: MC68824UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.15 ea.
$ 1.95 ea.
$ 1.75 ea.

Order by: MC68840UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

MC68836 FOOl Clock Generator
User's Manual
The MC68836 implements the lower portion of the physical
layer functions of the FOOl standard, including clock
recovery, data recovery, and NAZI conversions. This
manual describes the functions and signals of the
MC68836, and provides electrical, mechanical, and
applications information.
Order by: MC68836UMlAD
1-9 copies:

FOOl Fiber Distributed Data Interface
User's Manual
The MC68847 Quad ELM implements four MC68837 ELM
devices on a single chip, providing a low-cost solution for
concentrator applications. The MC68847's four ELM's are
accessible by three unique data busses. The MC8847 Quad
ELM User's Manual fully describes the programming,
capabilities, registers, operation, and mechanical
information for the MC68847.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.00 ea.

MC68837 FOOl Elasticity Buffer and Link
Management User's Manual

Order by: MC68847UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

The MC68837 implements the PHY functions of the FOOl
standard, including data framing, elasticity buffer, encoding,
decoding, smoothing, line state detection, and repeat filter.
It also contains a number of station management functions.
This manual describes the functions and operation of the
MC68837, as well as providing electrical and mechanical
information.
Order by: MC68837UMlAD
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.90 ea.
$ 1.75 ea.
$ 1.40ea.

MC68851 Paged Memory Management Unit
User's Manual
Rev 2

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.00ea.

The MC68851 is a high-performance PMMU designed to
operate as a coprocessor to the MC68020 32-bit
microprocessor. It performs very fast logical-ta-physical
address translations, and provides a comprehensive
access control and protection mechanism with extensive
support for paged virtual memory systems. This manual
fully describes its functional and electrical characteristics,
with extensive timing diagrams and detailed descriptions of
each instruction. Includes a discussion of hardware and
software considerations for designers.

MC68838 FOOl Media Access Controller
User's Manual
The MC68838 implements the MAC protocol for a station
operating under the ANSI standard for FOOl LANs. This
manual describes the functions and operation of the
MC68838, as well as providing electrical and mechanical
information.
Order by: MC68838UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.55ea.
$ 2.40ea.
$ 2.20ea.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 3.75ea.
$ 3.30ea.
$ 3.00ea.

Order by: MC68851UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
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Weight: 2 Ibs.
$11.40 ea.
$10.55 ea.
$ 9.70 ea.

PrieM are aUbJect to change without notice.

MC68881/MC68882 Floating-Point
Coprocessor User's Manual

MC88200 Cache/Memory Management Unit
User's Manual

Rev 3
The MC68881 and MC68882 fully implement the
ANSI-I EEE754-1985 standard for Binary Floating-Point
Arithmetic, and are implemented in VLSI technology to
provide the highest possible functionality in a physically
small device. They are intended to be used as
coprocessors to the MC68020 and MC68030 MPUs; this
manual assumes such connection. It is divided into two
main parts, the first providing a detailed description of the
programmer's model and of each instruction, the second
describing the hardware interface to the main processor,
with bus cycle timing and register addressing information.
Order by: MC68881 UMiAD
WeIght: 2lbs.
1-9 copies:
$ 4.00 ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 3.70 ea.
$ 3.40 ea.
25 or more:

Rev 1
The MC88200 CMMU is a high-performance, HCMOS
VLSI device combining demand-paged virtual memory with
16K bytes of on-chip cache memory. It is speCifically
designed to operate with the MC88100 RISC processor.
Separate chapters provide full details of the memory
management functions and cache operation, and are
followed by descriptions of the Signals, bus operation,
timing and registers. 48 pages of applications information
discuss the use of multiple MC88200s, memory bus
connections, and power and ground considerations.
Contains electrical characteristics and mechanical data.
Order by: MC88200UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

MC88100 RISC Microprocessor
User's Manual

MC8841 0 Secondary Cache Controller
User's Manual

Rev 1
The MC881 00 is the first processor in the M88000 family of
Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) MPUs; it uses
only simple instructions with extremely fast execution times
to achieve very high efficiency and throughout. This manual
provides an overview of its features and architecture; details
of the programming model, addressing modes and
instruction set; and descriptions of bus operation, exception
processing and instruction timing. Electrical and
mechanical data and signal descriptions are included.
Applications information includes discussion of a minimum
system configuration.
Order by: MC88100UMlAD
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 4.85ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 4.30ea.
25 or more:
$ 3.95ea.

Rev 1
The MC88410 is a highly-integrated secondary cache
controller that reduces both memory latency and system
bus use while extending multiprocessing capabilities to
achieve a higher level of system performance in RISC
systems using the MC88110. This manual describes its
operation, Signals, the processor bus and system bus
interfaces, diagnostics and JTAG.
Order by: MC88410UM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

The manual describes the capabilities, operation, and
functions of the MC92005 SBus Slave Interface Controller
(SLlC) chip. This comprehensive 60-page guide describes
circuit theory and typical applications of the MC92005, a
fully-compliant 32-bit SBus slave interface in a 160-1ead
plastiC quad flat package. Many illustrations clarify chip
architectural features such as dual buffer memory and the
SBusiPBus interfaces. Electrical characteristics and timing
information are provided in addition to pin descriptions and
mechanical dimensions.

The MC88110 is a Symmetric Superscalar machine
capable of issuing and retiring two instructions per clock
without any special alignment, ordering, or type restrictions
on the instruction stream. This manual describes the
programming, addressing modes, instruction set,
implementation of floating point and graphics unit, caches,
MMU, timing considerations, and system hardware design.

Plicae _

subject to change without nollce.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.75ea.
$ 1.55ea.
$ 1.45 ea.

MC92005 SBus Slave Interface Controller
User's Manual

MC88110 Second Generation
RISC Microprocessor User's Manual

Order by: MC88110UMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 4.85ea.
$ 4.30ea.
$ 3.9588.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.85ea.
$ 2.50ea.
$ 2.3Oea.

Order by: MC92005UM/D
1-9 copies:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.80 ea.

/

MCA3 ECl Series Design Manual

MCU Toolbox - Development Tools for
Motorola Mlcrocontrollers

Rev:1

MCU ToolBox shows where to go to find supporting items for
Motorola MCUs. Suppliers of hardware and software
related to the design of MCU-based systems - including
Motorola itself - have provided brief descriptions of their
products, and their addresses and phone numbers. The
products are organized by MCU family: CSIC (M68HC05)
Family, M68HC11 Family, M68HC16 Family and M68300
Family. Within each family they are listed under Logic
Analyzers, Emulators, Evaluation Boards and Other
Products.

Presents information on the MCA2200ECL and
MCA 1OOOOECL Array, the first of the third-generation
MCA3 series. The array contains approximately 10,000
equivalent gates and is compatible with Motorola's other
ECL families. The first part of the manual considers DC
functional deSign, specifies the various rules for
connections on the array, and discusses the AC
performance with respect to metal interconnect and
loading. Separate sections cover the use of CAD,
packaging, and design for testability. The library in the
second part specifies the functions and timing associated
with each macrocell.
Order by: MCA3ECLID
1-9 copies:

MCUTLBXlD
1-9 copies:

Wefght: 1 lb•

• 3.85ea.

PowerPC 601 RISC Microprocessor
User's Manual

MCA3 ETL Design Manual

Rev 1

This manual is the technical design manual for engineers
using Motorola's ETL Series of gate arrays. The ETL series
offers mixed ECL, PECL (positive ECL) and TTL compatible
interfaces in arrays ranging in density from 750 to 6200·
gates. The series combines 150 ps typical gate delays with
2500 MHz operating frequencies. The manual contains
sections on DC logic design and AC performance
guidelines with coverage of delay skew considerations and
high frequency applications. The use of CAD tools for
design development and package performance
characteristics is also covered.
Order by: MCA3ETLDMJD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 lb.
$ 4.50 ea.

This manual's primary objective is to define the functionality
of the MPC601 microprocessor for use by software and
hardware developers. The MPC601 processor is the first in
the family of PowerPCTM microprocessors, and can provide
a reliable foundation for developing products compatible
with subsequent processors in the PowerPC family.
However, the MPC601 provides a bridge between the
POWER architecture and the PowerPC architecture, and
as a result there are aspects of the MPC601 processor that
are different from the PowerPC architecture. Therefore, the
secondary objective of this manual is to describe how the
MPC601 processor differs from the PowerPC architecture.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.65 ea.
$ 2.35ea.
$ 2.15ea.

Order by: MPC601UMJAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 6.60 ea.
$ 6.15 ea.
$ 5.65 ea.

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family
Multichannel Communication Interface
(MCCI) Reference Manual

PowerPC 603 RISC Microprocessor
User's Manual

The MCCI is a standardized module used in the M68300
and M68HC16 modular microcontroller families. It is
designed for rapid manufacture of custom devices. The
MCCI is interconnected to other modules in the MCU via the
interrnodule bus (1MB). It contains a serial peripheral
interface (SPI) and two serial communication interfaces
(SCI). This manual describes the capabilities, operation,
and functions of the MCCI.

This manual'S primary objective is to define the functionality
of the PowerPC 603™ microprocessor for use by software
and hardware developers. The MPC603 is the second
microprocessor in the PowerPCTM family. Unlike the
PowerPC 60FM microprocessor, which provides a bridge
between the POWER Architecture™ and PowerPC
Architecture™ incorporating aspects of both, the 603 only
implements the 32-bit portion of the PowerPC architecture.

Order by: MCCIRM/AD
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.25 ea.

Order by: MPC603UM/AD
1-9 copies:
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Weight: 2lbs.
$ 4.50 ea.

Pllc.. are aubject 10 change without notice.

NEURON

C Programmer's Guide

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family System
Integration Module (SIM) Reference
Manual

NEURON C is a programming language based on ANSI C,
with extensions to support the development of distributed
control networks. Motorola manufactures and sells a unique
microcontroller that supports Echelon Corporation's
LonWoRKs technology for implementing these systems.
This manual outlines a recommended approach to system
development, explains key concepts of programming in
NEURON C, and gives examples of its use.

Order by: NEURONCPGJAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

The SIM is a standardized module used in the M68300 and
M68HC16 modular microcontroller families. It is designed
for rapid manufacture of custom devices. The SIM is
interconnected to other modules in the MCU via the
intermodule bus (1MB). aSM features includeextemal bus
support, 12 programmable chip select outputs, system
protection logic, system clock, watchdog timer, clock
monitor, bus monitor, and test/debug submodule. This
manual describes its capabilities, operation, and functions.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 7.5088.
$ 6.6088.
$ 6.0588.

Order by: SIMRM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Modular Mlcrocontroller Family Queued
Serial Module (QSM) Reference Manual
The aSM is a standardized module used in the M68300 and
M68HC16 modular microcontroller families. It is designed
for rapid manufacture of custom devices. The aSM is
interconnected to other modules in the MCU via the
intermodule bus (1MB). The aSM provides a queued serial
peripheral interface (aSPI) and a serial communications
interface (SCI). This manual describes the functions,
capabilities, and operation of the aSM, and provides
applications information for using the aSPI for analog data
acquisition.

Order by: QSMRMlAD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Modular Microcontroller Family Time
Processor Unit (TPU) Reference Manual
Rev 1
The TPU is a standardized module used in the M68300 and
M68HC16 modular microcontroller families. It is designed
for rapid manufacture of custom devices. The TPU is
interconnected to other modules in the MCU via the
intermodule.bus (1MB). The TPU performs simple as well as
complex timing tasks, and offers high-resolution timing and
multiple time function capability. This manual describes the
capabilities, operation, and functions of the TPU module.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.2088.
$ 2.0088.
$ 1.80ea.

Order by: TPURM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Single-Chip Integration Module
Reference Manual
The Single-Chip Integration Module (SCIM) is a module on
many Motorola 16- and 32-bit modular microcontroller
units (MCUs). SCIM-based MCUs contain a SCIM, a CPU,
and some combination of memory, input/output, timer, and
additional modules. The SCIM supplies a clock signal to the
rest of the microcontroller, provides system protection
features, and manages the extemal bus. In addition, the
SCIM provides on-chip chip-select signals and (if the pins
are not being used for their altemate functions) 1/0 ports.

Order by: SCIMRM/AD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Prices ara subject to changa without notice.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.7588.
$ 1.5588.
$ 1.4088.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.1088.
$ 1.90 88.
$ 1.75 ea.
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Weight: 1 lb.
$ 1.90 88.
$ 1.7088.
$ 1.55 88.

III

Textbooks

Basic Microprocessors and the 6800

Pascal Programming Structures for
Motorola Microprocessors

Ron Bishop
A basic introduction to microprocessors, written in 1979 and
based around the M6800 family. Aimed at students in
schools, colleges and universities who mayor may not have
any knowledge of digital systems. Subjects covered include
basic electronic principles, logic elements, number systems
and binary arithmetic, introduction to microcomputers,
programming concepts and addressing modes, M6800
software, and system configuration. Each chapter offers a
set of problems for students to solve, and the final chapter is
a collection of program examples.
Order by: T8301/0

George W. Cherry
Written in a unique conversational style, this text takes you
by the hand and teaches you the complete Pascal
programming language. The authors approach is
top-down: you see and comprehend whole programs, then
proceed systematically into the details. This edition
describes the Pascal system available from Motorola for the
MC6809 and MC68000 microprocessors. It includes
implementation dependencies, the extensions of standard
Pascal found in Motorola's Pascal compiler, a sample listing
of a Motorola compilation, and a list of Motorola compiler
error messages. Exercises conclude the chapters to firmly
implant the concepts as you learn them.

Weight: 1 lb.

1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

$17.6588.
$16.9088.
$16.2088.

Order by: T8304l0

Using Microprocessors and
Microcomputers: The 6800 Family
Joseph Greenfield & William Wray
Whether you're an engineer or a technician, this book will
show you how to assume responsibility for a complete
real-time microcomputer project - from start to finish including debugging of both the hardware and software.
Assuming no prior programming courses and just basic
knowledge of digital electronics, this thorough text takes
you on an in-depth tour of the entire M6800 Family. With
.lucid explanations and easy-to-understand examples, you
will decipher the intricacies of assembly language
programming, the instruction set, 1/0 hardware
considerations, 6800 development systems (including
EXORciser) and several commercial applications of these
versatile microcomputers.
Order by: T8303l0

1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.

1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

$19.6088.
$18.7588.
$17.9088.

Programming the 6809
Rodnay Zaks & William Labiak
Describes the organization and instruction set of the
MC6809, presents the basic elements of assembly language
programming, and introduces essential elementary and
intermediate programming techniques. Beginning with the
basics of programming and number systems, the book
provides full details of the MC6809 instruction set and
addressing modes, plus 1/0 devices and techniques.
Includes exercises and a chapter of application examples.
Order by: T8309/0

Weight: 4 Ibs.

1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

$49.8088.
$47.6588.
$45.5088.
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Weight: 2lbs.

$16.0088.
$15.3088.
$14.6088.

Prlcae are aubject til change without notice.

Introduction to Integrated Circuit Layout

Single- and Multl-Chlp MCU Interfacing
G. J. Lipovski
Aims to teach the principles of mIcrocomputer systems
design in general, and of interfacing in particular, adopting a
combined hardware/software approach. Practical experience
is encouraged, and discussion is based on the M6800 and
M68HC11 families - the M68HC11 is chosen for its
comprehensive instruction set and addressing modes. The
first three chapters (146. pages) provide a thorough
introduction to architecture, programming and bus Signals.
The remainder of the book covers seriaVparallel I/O,
interrupts, analog interfaCing, counters and timers,
communications, and storage and display systems.

Brian Spinks
If you're new to IC layout, this textbook-style guide will lead
you through the basic MOS IC theory IC theory and into the
design rules and cell planning. This 15-chapter text gives
you a working vocabulary of the trade, the basic theory
necessary for the layout of MOS ICs, and a method of
translating logic diagrams to schematics. Exercises at the
conclusion of the chapters further emphasize key concepts.
While this book addresses new engineers in the field of IC
layout, it also provides experienced engineers with a useful
desktop reference when designing NMOS or CMOS circuits.
Order by: 1B31210
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: 1B31610
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
Lab Manual: 1B316LM/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 3 Ibe.

$32.95 ea.
$31.60 ea.
$30.30 ea.

Efficient C

Weight: 2 Ibe.

$34.90 ea.
$33.40 ea.
$31.90 ea.
Weight: 1 lb.
$12.70 ea.
$12.15 ea.
$11.60 ea.

Thomas Plum & Jim Brodie

68000, 68010, 68020 Primer

C programs can be both portable and efficient when
properly written. This book shows how to estimate the CPU
time and space required for a specific algOrithm, how to
implement the algorithm in a manner most likely to be
effIcient, and how to measure the resulting performance.
Techniques are presented which demonstrate the efficiency
possibilities of the C language, as well as technIques which
are general to any programming project. Discusses the
optimizations performed automatically by several
compilers, and methods which can be used effectively by
the programmer.

Stan Kelly-Bootie & Bob Fowler
A comprehensive but very readable handbook for the
M68000 family instruction set. Intended for both new and
experienced programmers, it provides a gentle introduction
to the basic instructions and addressing modes that are
common to all M68000 devices, through to detailed
explanations of the advanced software features of the
MC68020. Begins with a historical and design overview of
the five M68000 MPUs available at the time of writing; ends
with a full summary of all instructions, a list of U.S. suppliers
of related products, and a convenient tear-out instruction
reference card.

Order by: TB31310
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: 1B31710
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

PrIMe are IUbject to change WithOut nollce.

Weight: 3 Ibs.

$12.10 ea.
$11.55 ea.
$11.05 ea.
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Weight: 3 Ibe.

$13.35 ea.
$12.75 ea.
$12.2088.

Microprocessor Systems Design: 68000
Hardware, Software and Interfacing

The 68000 Family, Volume 1:
Architecture, Addressing Modes and
Instruction Set

Alan Clements
Provides a thorough grounding in the practical design of
microprocessor systems, based on Motorola's M68000.lt is
addressed both to engineering and computer science
students who need to obtain qualifications, and to practiCing
engineers in industry who must meet design specifications.
Includes a great deal of practical information with emphasis
on system timing and the analysis of read/write cycles.
Advanced sections cover assembly language programming
memory system design, error correction, exception
handling, multiprocessor systems and the VMEbus. Most
chapters set problems for students.

Order by: T831810
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Werner Hi" & Anton Nausch
Volume 1 of this substantial 2-volume hardback set
provides a detailed overview of the M68000 family,
including: a hiStory of microprocessors shOWing M68000 in
perspective; explanation of the family architecture;
discussion of basic concepts such as registers, deta
formats, exceptions, interrupts, timing, etc.; a description of
the addressing modes; and an individual description of each
instruction. Can be used both as an introduction to the
M68000 family and as a reference work. Presents very
detailed information in a readable, workmanlike manner.
Includes all M68000 family MPUs up to the MC68030.

Weight: 4 lbe.
$50.6088.
$48.4088.
$46.2088.

Order by: 18320/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 lbe.
$36.25 88.
$34.61 ...
$33.10 ...

MC68000 Assembly Language and
Systems Programming

Practical Switching Power Supply Design

WHliam Ford & William Topp
A very comprehensive hardback manual covering all
aspects of assembly language programming on the
MC68000, with discussion of additional instructions up to
the MC68020. The first 9 chapters provide material suitable
for a full college course in assembly language
programming. Chapters 10 to 14 cover advanced topics
such as high-level language run-time environment, data
structures, I/O programming, exception processing and
interrupts. Examples and complete programs are used
extensively throughout the text to illustrate concepts;
exercises are included.

Marty Brown
Rather than present lengthy theoretical analysiS, this book
aims to convey an intuitive understanding of the operation of
switching power supplies. It contains written explanations,
in semi-technical terms, of topics such as magnetic
behavior and feedback compensation, and highHghts the
areas that have a strong bearing on the supply's
reliableoperation but which may not be obvious from a
paper design. Includes deSign examples which may be
scaled to suit a range of applications, presented in a
step-by-step manner with formulas for the all-important
transformer and filter deSign.

Order by: T831910
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Order by: T8321/0
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 4lbs.
$30.2088.
$28.90 ea.
$27.66 ea.
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Weight: 21b8.
$41.3088.
$39.65_
$38.00 ...

PrICeI _

eubJact Ie clllng_ without notice..

The 68000 Family, Volume 2:
Applications and the M68000 Devices

Real Time Digital Signal Processing
Applications with Motorola's DSP56000
Family

Werner Hilf & Anton Nausch

Mohamed EI-Sharkawy

Volume 2 builds upon the industry foundation laid by the first
volume and continues the in-depth coverage of the
fundamentals and the architecture of the M68000 family.
This reference work provides explicit supplementary
information and a variety of practical hints on a wealth of
subjects - from new programming techniques and
operating systems, to support devices for the next
generation. You'll find that both volumes are invaluable for
working with 16-/32-bit microprocessors and the
peripheral interface devices that support them.
Order by: TB3221D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Explains and demonstrates the operation of Motorola's
DSP56000 Family of digital signal processors and
peripherals and its DSP56000 application development
tools. The DSP56000 Family and its development tools are
used to implement solutions to common real-time digital
signal processing problems. Intended for use by both
undergraduate and graduate engineering students as well
as industry professionals. In the academic or industrial
environments, it provides a hands-on means through which
instructors, researchers, students and professionals can
quickly acquaint themselves with the functions of the
DSP56000 Family and its development tools.
Order by: TB3241D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 Ibs.

$37.1588.
$35.5588.
$33.9588.

Thomas L. Harman

BobSouthem

Familiarizing readers with the procedures necessary to
design and develop hardware and software for
applications, author Thomas L. Harman provides a
comprehensive introduction to all of the significant
aspects of design using the MC68332. You'll findthatthe
topics are divided into three distinct categories:
assembly-language programming, product deSign, and
interface design, allowing users to study areas of
specific interest and the requirements involved in
specific applications.

An introductory text on the architecture, assembly language
programming and interfacing ofthe M68000 family of MPUs
and peripherals. It is written for use in universities, colleges
and in industry, as well as for individuals; most chapters
include review questions. A programming background is not
required and the only hardware qualification needed is
familiarity with logic gates. The book includes practical
topics such as bus loading, noise and interface timing, as
well as memory mapping, the VMEbus and the MC68020
cache memory.

Pricaa are aubjact to chang. wlthOU1 "Oace.

$54.70 88.
$52.50 88.
$50.30 88.

The Motorola MC68332 Mlcrocontroller

The 68000 Book

Order by: TB3231D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 4 lb••

Order by: TB3251D
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 2 lb••

Lab Manual: TB325LMlD
1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

$19.5088.
$18.6588.
$17.8088.
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Weight: 4lbs.

$46.7588.
$44.9088.
$43.0088.
Weight: 1 lb.

$10.2088.
$ 9.0588.
$ 8.7088.

Radio Frequency Transistors Principles & Practical Applications

Using Small Mlcrocontrollers
James M. Sibigtroth

Norm Dye and Helge Granberg
This book presents a summary of RF transistor
characteristics and their applications in RF amplifiers, both
non-linear high power and linear low power. It is a
non-theoretical treatment of a wide range of topics
including unique data sheet specifications, circuit design,
impedance matching and tips on circuit construction. Also
included is a detailed discussion of RF power field effect
transistors (FETs), their advantages and disadvantages
with respect to bipolar junction transistors (BJTs).

This text is a guide to the world of microcontrollers. It is an
aid to understanding the inner workings of these small
general-purpose computers, and goes on to explain how to
design microcontrollers into useful applications. Special
emphasis is given to the smallest microcontrollers in the
Motorola M68HC05 Family, although the ideas apply to all
microcontrollers, and even to the largest computers.

Order by: T832610

Order by: T8327/0

1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:

Weight: 1 lb.
$39.95 ea.
$37.65 ea.
$36.00 ea.

1-9 copies:
10-24 copies:
25 or more:
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Weight: 2lbs.
$31.40 ea.
$30.0588.
$28.80 ea.

Prlcee are aubject to change without notice.
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Technical Data Services

Motorola Data Disk - Specs-in-Secs

Specs-N-Secs Operating Instructions

Rev 5
Selection of Motorola semiconductors is now as quick as
your desk-top computer. This resource is an engineering
tool. which speeds device selection. It provides you
at-the-desk access to computerized device selection for
over 13,000 Motorola devices in 124 product categories. It
also contains cross-referenCElS to over 25,000 competitive
devices and is available in IBM format.

Operating Instructions for the Design-NET SpecsN-5ecs. Instructions take a user through all steps required
to connect to Specs-N-5ecs and give instructions on
setting up search parameters as well as guiding users in all
aspects of using the Specs-N-5ecs program in
Design-NET. This program is the electronic version of the
Motorola data disk.
Weight: 1 ....
$ 0.10 ea.

Order by: BR1446JD
1-9 copies:

The Motorola Data Disk is designed to assist in the selection
of Motorola semiconductor devices by providing the
following capabilities:

Scattering Parameter Library

1. Perform a parametric search and display the most
important parameters in rank order
2. Part number search
3. Partial part number search
4. The ability to limit searches to Surface Mount devices
only
5. The ability to limit searches to Military devices only
6. Cross reference searches to similar and direct
replacements
7. Phone number listing for Motorola's sales offices and
distributors
8. Provides pricing information
9. The ability to print displayed screens
10.Automatic muHilevel sorts
11. Footnotes support
12. The ability to print an information Request Form to
obtain specific technical literature or applications
assistance
13. Complete literature support for all devices including
application notes, article reprints, engineering
bulletins, and data books

Rev 1
Contains Scattering Parameter (S-Parameter) files for
most of Motorola's RF linear transistors. The files are
presented in Touchstone™ format suitable for use with
computer aided design (CAD) programs that operate on
IBM compatible computers. The program comes in a 51/4 6
floppy disk. Over 600 files are contained in the disk
representing transistors operating at specific bias
conditions.
Order by: DK105lD
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.17ea.

Scattering Parameter Plotting Utility
Rev 1
An IBM compatible computer disk (5 1/4 floppy) that
permits the user to view S-Parameter files on a VGA
monitor. Two port S-parameters are displayed on a Smith®
Chart as a function of frequency. One can also view stability
circles, f't vs frequency and GMAX vs frequency as well as
convert S-Parameters to H-, Y- or Z-Parameters.
6

DK101/D (DOS 5.25) 18 no longer available, DK304ID
(DOS 3.5) 18 offered a8 a replacement.
Order by: DK3041D - DOS 3.5
Weight: 1 lb.
1-9 copies:
$ 1.80 ea.

Order by: DK106lD
1-9 copies:
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Weight: 1 lb.
. $ 1.20 ...
PrIcaII .,. 8ubJect to c:IIIIng8 without notice.

Impedance Matching Program

International Access Numbers for
Deslgn-NET

This 5 1W IBM compatible disk contains a specialized form
of CAD specifically developed for RF power amplifier circuit
design. Its data base contains input and output impedances
for most of Motorola's RF power transistors and allows the
user to match these impedances manually by means of a
variety of matching elements. The impedances and the
results of the matching elements are displayed on a Smith®
Chart plot that allows the user to see graphically what
effects are created by his/her choice of matching
components
Order by: DK107/D
1-9 copies:

Includes listings of the international Access Numbers for
Design-NET that accompanies BR1447/D (IBM PC) and
BR14481D (Macintosh) installation instructions for users.
These phone numbers are subject to frequent changes and
are updated accordingly. This listing gives the user needed
phone numbers for hooking up to Design-NET software.
Design-NET is a Motorola service to users providing a wide
range of information on Motorola products. It also includes
complete electronics contents of the Motorola data disk and
the Motorola price book.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 2.15 ea.

Order by: BR14451D
1-9 copies:

Semiconductor Data Update Magazine
Winter 1994

Deslgn-NET Installation and Usage
on the IBM PC

This highly informative periodical is available to all
semiconductor users on a free subscription basis. Concise,
informative articles discuss significant new product
capabilities as well as newly introduced services and
literature. In short, it represents an overview of the latest
and most important events at Motorola that influence the
efficient implementation and most cost-effective use of
semiconductor devices. We recently introduced an
international edition of the periodical, which is now available
throughout the European community, Japan and Asia
Pacific. For your free Update subsCription, contact your
Motorola sales representative or authorized distributor.
Order by: BR1281D
1-9 copies:

Outlines the Design-N ET Installation and Usage on the IBM
PC instructions. These instructions give complete
installation procedures for users installing the Design-NET
software on IBM PCs. Design-NET is a Motorola service to
users providing information on Motorola products. It also
includes electronic contents of the Motorola data disk and
the Motorola price book.
Order by: BR1447/D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.60 ea.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.10 ea.

Deslgn-NET Installation and Usage
on the Macintosh
Outlines the Design-NET installation and Usage on the
Macintosh. These instructions give complete installation
procedures for users installing the Design-NET software on
Macintoshes. Design-NET is a Motorola service to users
providing a wide range of information on Motorola products.
It also includes complete electronic contents ofthe Motorola
data disk and the Motorola price book.

Deslgn-NET
Electronic Link to Motorola
Worldwide instant access for qualified customers. Some of
the features currently available on Design-NET include:
• "Specs-In-Secs" device data
• Press releases
• Literature catalog
• Training information and schedules
• Technical Forum
• Motorola news
• Application Note abstracts
• Trade show schedules
• Product Bulletins and notices
• E-Mail to and from Motorola
• Data Sheet and Application Note faxing
• Consultants database
• On-Line O&A
• OEM Price Book

Order by: BR14481D
1-9 copies:

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.10 ea.

Local Access Numbers for Design-NET
Includes listings of the local Access Numbers for
Design-NET that accompanies BR1447/D (IBM PC) and
BR1448/D (MaCintosh) installation instructions for users.
These phone numbers are subject to frequent changes and
are updated accordingly. This listing gives the user needed
phone numbers for hooking up to Design-NET software.
DeSign-NET is a Motorola service to users providing a wide
range of information on Motorola products. It also includes
complete electronics contents of the Motorola data disk and
the Motorola price book.

To receive an application for this Bulletin Board, order this
document.
Order by: BR1307/D
Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.20 per application
Prlcee are 8ubJect to change without notICe.

Weight: 1 lb.
$ 0.10 ea.

Order by: BR1449/D
1-9 copies:
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Weight: 1 lb.
$0.10ea.

Dr. BuB

Freeware Line

DSP Electronic Bulletin Board
Dr. BuB, Motorola's 24-hour digital signal processor bulletin
board, has just improved his act. Sporting all new hardware
and software, the new system promises to bring new
features and better service to a community of DSP users
that has grown astronomically in the last few years. The new
system not only has a lot of new routines available for
download for the DSP96002, the DSP56116, as well as the
DSP56000/1, but also new features that should make the
BBS more interesting and more useful.
Callers are encouraged to register for their own personal
accounts which are available for immediate use - no
waiting for verification. Registered users can download
files, send e-mail to the sysop or other user, and can join
lively discussions about digital signal processing, Motorola
DSP products, and other topics. Motorola's DSP hotline has
a direct connection to the new Dr. BuB, and expert
applications engineers log on every day to monitor and
participate in the discussion.
Callers who wish to log-in as guests, just as they did with the
old system, can still do so. The guest can navigate through
the menus, read a variety of useful postings and messages,
and leave e-mail with the sysop upon logging out. Guests
who discover information or features that they need but
don't have access to, are free to log-in again and open an
account which will give them immediate access to additional
information.
To log-in the new system:
• Dial (512) 891-DSP1 (891-3771) for 2400, 1200, or
300 baud modems. For the 1200 baud V.22 European
standard, dial (512) 891-3772. Setthe character
format to 8 data, no parity.
• After the connection has been established, first-time
users can either log-in as "guesf' or can open a new
account by selecting "new."
Now simply follow the prompts. Help is available at most
levels but if you have questions, leave mail to the sysop.

Microcontroller Electronic Bulletin Board

Freeware is your direct line to the latest information and
software for Motorola's microcontroller families. With a PC
and a modem, you can access a wealth of information,
including:
• Support software for EVMs, PCs and Macintosh'"
Computers
- Cross Assemblers
- Small C Compiler for 68HC 11
- EVM and EVB Monitor/Debugger Object Code
• Development software for MCUs
-

Floating Point Routines
Fast Fourier Transform Routines
16-Bit Math Packages
Utility Programs
User Group Library Routines and User-Donated
Programs
- Kermit File Transfer Program
- Terminal Emulation Program
• Masked ROM information
• MCU literature listings
• Updates/Erratas to existing literature
• Press releases and updates conceming new and
phase--out products
• Contests, promotions, and seminars
• Electronic mail service
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Prlcee era eub)Bct to chenge without notice.

Master Selection Guide

SEMIVID/D

Rev 7
For the design engineer, the Motorola Master Selection
Guide is perhaps the most important single document for
the identification and preliminary selection of components
for circuit and system designs. Within its pages is a
complete listing and description of Motorola semiconductor
devices currently in general use, and those recommended
for new designs. It serves two purposes:

Basic Semiconductor Videos
Brand New Video Training Program: "Motorola and the
Semiconductor Universe." This is a four part video
program covering basic electronics and semiconductors for
non-technical people. It is designed for Motorolans who are
in support, administrative, and sales roles who are not EEs,
but are involved in the daily business of serving SPS
customers. It will also be ideal for our authorized distributors
and direct customer buyers who would like to know more
about the products they are purchasing. The series was
produced by sales and marketing training department.
The program is designed to answer the following questions:
• Why are we in business - what is the benefit to the
customer?
• What do we make, and how do we make them?
• How do our products work?
• How are our products used by the customer, and
where do they use them?
• What do our products do to provide specific customer
solutions in their products?
The program uses many "real-life" examples and
analogies. It graphically shows, through video animation
and live footage, how electrons and the products we build to
control them affect our everyday lives. The program
includes supportive written material and is designed in a
four part series:
• Part 1 - "The Fundamentals"
• Part 2 - "Discretes"
• Part 3 - "Integrated Circuits"
• Part 4 - "Microprocessors and Microcontrollers,"
including Memories
Order by: SEMIVID/D
Weight: 1 lb.
$100.00 per copy

1. It lists all standard products in the vast Motorola
semiconductor inventory for rapid identification.
2. It divides this total product offering into a variety of
major product categories, with sufficient technical
information to permit an intelligent first-order
evaluation as to the most suitable devices for a
specific application.
Order by: SG731D
Weight: 2 Ibs.
1-9 copies:
$ 5.40ea.
10-24 copies:
$ 5.0088.
25 or more:
$ 4.60ea.

Prlcea are sublect to change wllhout notice.
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Literature Order Form
Motorola offers three convenient ways to order literature. Please send check or money orders of $50.00 or less.
USA purchase orders will be honored for orders of $50.00 or more if credit line has previously been established. We accept MasterCard, VISA and American Express credit cards for your convenience.

Motorola Offers More . .. Quality . .. Service . .. Convenience!
Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date _ _ _ __
Name
Phone
-----Company
Title _ _ _ _ _ __
Address ________________________________________________________
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Zip _ __

Mall With Remittance To:
Please Complete
the Billing Information Form Below

Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 20912
Phoenix, Arizona, USA 85036-0924

Amount

·Prlces subject to change without notice

POSTAGE & HANDLING
See Below For Handling Charges

GRAND TOTAL
Shipping and Handling Charges for Cash, Credit Card, Check and Purchase Orders
United States/Canada/Mexico

International Shipments

Surface
$00.00 - $10.00
$10.01 - $25.00
$25.01 - $50.00
$50.01 and up

Surface
25% of Purchase Amount

30% of Purchase Amount
25% of Purchase Amount
20% of Purchase Amount
$15% of Purchase Amount

Air
40% of Purchase Amount

Air
Shipments Double"Surface Rates

BR10l/Rev 19
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MOTOROLA DISTRIBUTOR AND WORLDWIDE SALES OFFICES
AUTHORIZED NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS
UNITED STATES

Tustin

ALABAMA
Huntsville

West Hills

Time Electronics .•...••.•. 1-800-789-TIME
Newark .................... (818)888-3718

Arrow~

Electronics •.•. (205)83Hi955
Future Electronics .•...•.•••. (205)830-2322
Hamilton Hallmark ..•........ (205)837-8700
Newark .................... (205)837-9091
Time Electronics .•.....•.. 1-800-789-TIME
Wyle Laboratories ..•........ (205)830-1119

Hamilton Hallmark •.•......•. (818)594-0404
Richardson Electronics ....... (615)594-5600

COLORADO

Tempe
ArrowlSchweber Electronics .... (602)431-0030
Time Electronics •......... 1-800-789-TIME

CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills

Lakewood
Future Electronics ...••.•..•. (303)232-2008

Denver
Newark .......•...........•

(303)757~351

Englewood
AiroNISchweber Electronics .... (303)799-0258
Hami~on Hallmark .•....•.... (303)790-1682
Time Electronics •.•....•.. 1-800-789-TIME

Thornton
Wyle Laboratories ..........• (303)457-9953

CONNECTICUT

lime Electronics Corporate •. 1-800-789-TIME

Belmont
RiChardson Electronics ..•...• (415)592-9225

Calabassas
ArrowlSchweber Electronics ...• (818)880-9686
Wyle Laboratories .••..•.•.•. (818)880-9000

Chatsworth
Future Electronics ...•..•.... (818)865-0040
Time Electronics .......... 1-600-789-TIME

Coste Mesa

Hamilton Hallmark •.•.••..... (714)641-4100

Culver City
Hamilton f-1a1lmark .••.•..•.•. (213)558-2000

Irvine
ArrowiSchweber Electronics •.
Future Electronics ......•....
Wyle Laboratories Corpora1e ..•
Wyle laboratories •...•.•....

(714)587-0404
(714)250-4141
(714)753-9953
(714)863-9953

Los Angeles
Wyle laboratories •..•.•.•..• (818)880-9000

Mountain View
Richardson Electronics .•.•... (415)980-6900

Orange
Newark .................... (714)834-8224

Rocklin
Hamilton Hallmark .•.••••... (916)824-9781

Sacramento
Newark .................... (916)721-1633
Wyle laboratories •.•.•...... (916)838-5282

San Diego
ArrowiSchweber Electronics ..
Future Electronics •.•.••.•.•.
Hamilton Hallmark .•.•.......
Newark •.•...••.•.•....•.•.
Wyle Laboratories .•.•.•.....

(619)565-4800
(619)825-2800
(619)571-7540
(619)569-9877
(619)565-9171

San Francisco
Newark .................... (415)571-5300

San Jose
ArrowlSchweber Electronics .... (408)441-9700
ArrowlSchweber Electronics .... (408)428-6400
Future Electronics •••.•...... (408)434-1122
Wyle Laboratories ..•........ (408)727-2500
Sunn~ale

Hamilton Hallmark ...•.•..•... (408)435~500
Time Electronics •...••.•.• 1-800-789-TIME

•

Time Electronics ...•.. :..•. 1-800-789-TIME

Newark Electronics Corp. . ... (312) 784-5100

Itasca
ArrowlSchweber Electronics .• (708)250-0500

LaFox
Richardson Electronics ....... (708)208-2401

Schaumburg
Newark .................... (708)31Q-8980
Time Electronics .•.•.•..•. 1-800-789-TIME

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Arrowi&JrNeber Electronics .... (317)299-2071
Hamilton Hallmark •.•......•. (317)872-8875
Newark ....•......•..•...•. (317)259-0085
Time Electronics ...•...... 1-800-789-TIME

Ft. wayne

Cheslre

Future Electronics •••........ (203)250-0083
Hami~on Hallmark ..••....... (203)271-2844

Southbury
Time Electronics .......•.• 1-800-789-TIME

Walllnafort

ArroN~ Elactronics •... (203)265-7741

Windsor
Newark .................... (203)683-8860

FLORIDA
Altamonte Springs
Future Electronics •.•....•.•. (407)767-8414

Clearwater
Future Electronics ..•......•. (813)530-1222

Dearfleld Beach
ArrowISchweber Electronics .... (305)429-8200
Wyle laboratories .......•••. (305)420-0500

Ft. Lauderdale

Future Electronics .•....•...• (305)436-4043
Hamilton Hallmark ........•.. (305)484-5482
Time Electronics .......... 1-800-789-TIME

Lake Mary
ArrowlSchweber Elactronics .... (407)333-93oo

LargolTampalSt Petersburg
Hamilton Hallmark .•.•....•.. (813)541-7440
Newark .•.•.•........•..... (813)287-1578
Wyle Laboratories ..••..•...• (813)57~004

Orlando

Newark •................... (219)484-0766

IOWA
Cedar Rapids

Newark ...........•.•....•. (319)39~8OO
Time Electronics .........• 1-800-789-TIME

KANSAS
Lenexa

ArrowISchweber Electronics .... (913)541-9542
Hamilton Hallmark •.•.•.•..•. (913)888-4747

Overland Park

Future Electronics .••.•..•.•. (913)649-1531
Newark ...•.....•....•....• (913)677-0727
Time Electronics ........•. 1-800-789-TlME

MARYLAND
Beltsville
Newark .................... (301)604-1700

Columbia
ArroNlSchweber Electronics •... (301 )598-7800
Future Electronics .•.•....... (410)290-06oo
Hamilton Hallmark .•......•.. (410)988-9800
Time Electronics •.•.•.•.•. 1-8oo-789-TIME
Wyle Laboratories ........... (410)312-4844

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
ArroNlSchwaber Electronics .... (508)658-0900

Bolton
Future Corporate ..•.•..•.•.. (508)779-3000

Newark .................... {407)898-8350
Time Electronics ..•.•..•.• 1-800-789-TIME

Plantation

Burlington
Wyle [aboratories ........... (617)272-7300

Methuen

Newark .................... (305)424-44oo

Newark ...........•..•.••.. (508)683-0913

Norwell

Winter Park
Hamilton Hallmark ...•......• (407)657~3oo
Richardson Electronics •...•.• (407)644-1453

Richardson Electronics ...•... (617)871-5162

Peabody
Time Ei8ctronics ........•. 1-800-789-TIME
Hamiltion Hallmark .....•...• (508)532~701

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Time Electronics •........• 1-800-789-TIME
Wyle Laboratories .•...••.•.• (404)441-9045

Duluth

Santa Clara

HamiHon Hallmark ........•.. (708)860-7780

Chicago
Future Electronics •.•.•...... (708)882-1255

Newark ..•...•...•.•......• (719)592-9494

Future Electronics ...•.•....• (602)968-7140
Hamilton Hallmark •..•..•.•.•. (602)437-1200
Newark Electronics .......•.• (602)864-9905
Wyle laboratories .•.•..•..•. (602)437-2088

Wyle Laboratories .....•..... (708)820-0969

Bensanvllle

Hortman Estates

Colorado Springs

Arizona
Phoenix

Torrance

Woodland Hills

ILLINOIS
Addison

MICHIGAN
Detroit
Newark .................... (313)967-0800

Grand Rapids

ArrowISchweber Electronics .•.• (404)497-13oo
Hamilton Hallmark .••.....•. {404)823-5475

Norcross
Future Electronics '" .....•.• (404)441-7676
Newark .................... (404)448-13oo
Wyle Laboratories .•.•....... (404)441-9045
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Future Electronics ........... (616)698-8800

Livonia
ArroNlSchwaber Electronics ..•. (313)482-2290
Future Electronics ..•........ (313)261-5270
Hamilton Hallmark .•.•.•...•. (313)347-4020
Time Electronics .......... 1-800-789-TIME
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AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS - continued
UNITED STATES - continued

Greensboro

MINNESOTA

Raleigh

Bloomington .•.•.••.•.•..•.• (612)853.Q280

Eden Prairie
IvrrNIISchwebet Electronics ••.• (612)941-5280
Future Electronics ...•.•..... (612)944-2200
Hamilton Hallmark •....•..... (612)881-2600
Time Electronics ....•..... 1-800-789-TIME

Minneapolis

ArraW/SchWfbetr EIecIronIcs .••. (919)676-3132
Future Electronics ........... (919)790-7111
HamiHon Hallmark •..•....••. (919)872-0712
Time Electronics .......... 1-600-789-TIME

MISSOURI- continued
Hamilton Hallmark .•.•..•.... (314)291-5350

MISSOURI
St.Louis

IvrrNIISchwebet Electronics •••. (314)567-6888
Future Electronics .•.•....... (314)469-6805
Newark .................... (314)298-2505
Time Electronics ....•....• 1-600-789-TIME

NEW JERSEY

Cleveland
Columbus
Newark ....•.•.•.•..•...... (614)431-0809
Time Electronics ......•.•. 1-800-789-TIME

Dayton
Future Electronics ....•.••... (513)439-5700
Hamilton Hallmark ...•....... (513)439-5735
Newark •.•.....•.•.....•... (513)294-8980
Time Electronics •..•...... 1-B00-789-TIME

Mayfield Heights
Future Electronics .•.•......• (216)449-6996

Cherry Hili
Hamilton Hallmark ...•.•..••. (609)424-0100

Fairfield
Newark .................... (201)882-0300

Marlton
Atrr:NtISchwfbe Electronics .•.. (609)598-6000

Future Electronics •..•.•..•.• (609)596-4080

Plnebrook
IvrrNIISchwebet Electronics .... (201)227-7880
Wyle Laboratories ........... (201 )882-6358

Parsippany
Future Electronics ......••..• (201)299-0400
Hamilton Hallmark .•..•.•..•. (201)515-1641

.

Time Electronics ..•....... 1-800-789-TIME

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque

Alliance Electronics .•....•..• (505)292-3360
Hamilton Hallmark •.••.•.••.• (505)828-1058
Newark •..•...•.•..•.•..•.• (505)828-1878

NEW YORK
Commack
Newark .................... (516)499-1216

Hauppauge

IvrrNI/SchWeber Electronics .... (516)231-1000
Future Electronics '" .•...••. (516)234-4000
Hamilton Hallmark ..•....•... (516)434-7400

Konkoma
Hamilton Hallmark .•...•....• (516)737-0600

Melville
Wyle Laboratories •.......... (516)293-6448

Pittsford
Newark ..•..••.•........•.. (716)381-4244

Rochester
ArrowISchweber Electronics .... (716)427-0300
Future Electronics .. .. .. .. ... (716)272-1120
Hamilton Hallmark ....•.•.... (716)475-9130
Richardson Electronics ..•.••. (716)264-1100
Time Electronics .....•..•. 1-600-789-TIME

Rockville Centre

Richardson Electronics .•..... (516)872-4400

Syracuse

Future Electronics ...••...•.. (315)451-2371
Time Electronics •...•..... 1-800-789-TIME

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte
Future Electronics .•....•.••• (704)455-9030
Richardson Electronics •.••..• (704)548-9042

Ft. Worth
Houston

Newark •.•.•...•.•...•.••.• (216)391-9330
Time Electronics •.•.•....• 1-B00-789-TIME

Earth City

Future Electronics .•.••••.••• (214)437-2437
Hamilton Hallmark .•..•...••. (214)553-4300
Richardson Electronics •••.••. (214)239-3680
Time Electronics .......... 1-800-789-TIME
Wyle Laboratories ..•.•...••• (214)235-9953
Allied Electronics ..••.....••• (817)338-5401

OHIO
Centerville

AAoN/SchWfbetr EIecIronIcs .... (513)435-5563

Newark ..•...•.....•.•..... (612)331-6350

Wayne

Dallas

Newark .................... (919)292-7240

Solon

lvrrNI/SdrNeber Electronics •..• (216)248-3990
Hamilton Hallmark ........... (216)498-1100

Worthington
Hamilton Hallmark •...•...... (614)888-3313

OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
Hamilton Hallmark .•.••..•... (918)254-6110
Newark •....•.•.•..•.•..... (918)252-5070

OREGON
Beaverton

AAoN/Schweber EIecIronIcs .•.. (713)530-4700
Future Electronics .••...•.•.. (713)785-1155
HamiHon Hallmark .•.•.••.••. (713)781-6100
Newark .................... (713)270-4800
Time Electronics ••••.•.••• 1-800-789-TIME
Wyle Laboratories ..•.....•.. (713)879-9953

Richardson

Newark ..•.•.••.•.•..•.•... (214)235-1998

UTAH
Salt Lake City
ArroN/Schweber Electronics •..• (801)973-6913
Future Electronics •.•.•..••.. (801 )467-4448
Hamilton Hallmark .•.•..•....• (801 )266-2022
Newark .................... (801)261-5660
Wyle Laboratories ••.•.•.... (801)974-9953
West. Valley City
Time Electronics .•.••.•... 1-B00-789-TIME
Wyle Laboratories •.•..•....• (801)974-9953

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Almac Electronics Corp....... (206)643-9992
Newark .................... (206)641-9800
Richardson Electronics ••....• (206)646-7224

Bothell

Future Electronics ••.•..•.••. (206)489-3400

AAoN/AJrnet; ElecIronlcs Corp •.•
Future Electronics .....••.•..
HamiHon Hallmark ••••.••••.•
Wyle Laboratories ...•.•..•.•

(503)829-8090
(503)645-9454
(503)528-8200
(503)643-7900

Portland

Newark ..•.•.•.•.•.....•••. (503)297-1964
Time Electronics .......... 1-B00-789-TIME

PENNSYLVANIA
King of Prussia

Newark •.•......•.•........ (215)265-0933

Mt. Laural
Wyle Laboratories •.•...••... (809)439-9110

Montgomeryville
Richardson Electronics ••..•.• (215)828-0805

Philadelphia
Time Electronics ..•....•.. 1-600-789-TIME
Wyle Laboratories . . • . • . . • . .. (609)439-9110

Pittsburgh
lvrrNI/Sdmrbetr ElecIronlcs .... (412)983-8807
Newark ..•.•.•.••.•..•.•.•. (412)788-4790
11me Electronics •......•.. l-BOO-789-TIME

TENNESSEE
Frenklln

Redmond
HamIlton Hallmark •.••••.•.••. (206)881-6697
Time Electronics •.•.••.•.• 1-800-789-TIME
Wyle Laboratories . . • . • . . • . .. (206)881-1150

Seattle

WyIe Laboratories......•...... (206)881-1150

Spokane

AAoN/AJrnet; EIecIronIcs Corp•.. (509)924-9500

WISCONSIN
Brookfield

AAoN/Schweber Electronics •.•. (414)792-0150
Future Electronics .•..•.••••. (414)879-0244

Mllwaukea

Time Electronics •..•.•..•. 1-B00-789-TIME

New Berlin
Hamilton Hallmark •....••..•• (414)780-7200

wauwatosa

Newark .................... (414)453-9100

Waukesha
Wyle Laboratories ........... (414)521-9333

CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary

Richardson Electronics ••..•.• (615)791-4900

Knoxville

Newark .................... (615)588-8493

TEXAS
Austin

Electro Sonic Inc. •.••••.•.• (403)255-9550
Future Electronics ••.•.••.••• (403)250-5550
Hamilton Hallmark ............ (604)420-4101

Edmonton

AAoNISchwebet ElecIronlcs .•.. (512)635-4180
Future Electronics ....•....•. (512)502-0991
HamlHon Hallmark .•.•.••...• (512)258-8818
Newark ..•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•... (512)338-0287
Time Electronics •.•..••.•. 1-800-789-TIME
WyIe Laboratories •••.....•.. (512)345-8853

carollton

AAoN/SchWfbetr Electronics .•.• (214)380-6464
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Future Electronics .•.•... , .•. (403)438-2858
Hamilton Hallmark •.•••..•.•• (800)663-5500

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Arrow Electronics .•.•.••.••. (604)421-2333
Electro Sonic Inc. • •.•.••.•.• (604)273-2911
Future Electronics ...... .. ... (604)294-1166
Hamilton Hallmark •.•.•...••.. (604)420-4101
Newark .................... (800)463-9275
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AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS - continued
Electro Sonic Inc. . .......... (613)728-8333
Future Electronics .•.....•... (613)82D-8313
HamlllonlAvnet Electronics ••... (613)226-1700

CANADA - continued
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Electro SOnic Inc......•.... (204)783-3105
Future Electronics ........... (204)944-1446
Hamilton Hallmark ............ (800)663-5500

ONTARIO
Ottawa

Arrow Electronics •.......... (613)226-6903

Toronto
Arrow Electronics ........... (416)670-7769
Electro Sonic Inc............ (416)494-1666
Future Electronics ........... (416)612-9200
Hamilton Hallmark ........•... (905)564-6060
Newark .•............•..... (800)463-9275
Richardson Electronics ...•..• (800)348-5530

QUEBEC
Montreal
Arrow Electronics •.......... (514)421-7411
Future Electronics ........... (514)694-7710
HamiHon Hallmark ............ (514)335-1000
Newark .•.................. (800)463-9275
Richardson Electronics ...•... (800)348-5530

Quebec City

Future Electronics ...••...... (418)877-8666

SALES OFFICES
UNITED STATES
ALABAMA, Huntsville ....
ALASKA, ...............
ARIZONA, Tempe. . . . . . ..
CALIFORNIA, Agoura Hills.
CALIFORNIA, Los Angeles
CALIFORNIA, Irvine ......
CALIFORNIA, San Diego ..
CALIFORNIA, Sunnyvale ..
COLORADO,
Colorado Springs ..•.....
COLORADO, Denver. . . ..
CONNECTICUT,
Wallingford. . . . • . . . . . . ..
FLORIDA, Maitland. . . . . ..
FLORIDA, Pompano Beach!
Ft. Lauderdale ....•.....
FLORIDA, Clearwater .•...
GEORGIA, Atlanta .•...•.
IDAHO, Boise. • • • . . . . . . ..
ILLINOIS, Chicago!
Hoffman Estates. . • . . . ..
Shaumburg ............
INDIANA, Fort Wayne ....
INDIANA, Indianapolis ....
INDIANA, Kokomo ...•...
IOWA, Cedar Rapids ......
KANSAS, Kansas Cityl
Mission ...•......•.....
MARYLAND, Columbia ...
MASSACHUSETTS,
Martborough ...........
MASSACHUSETTS,
Woburn .•..•.....••...
MICHIGAN, Detroit ....•..
MINNESOTA, Minnetonka ..
MISSOURI, St. Louis .....
NEW JERSEY, Fairfield ..•
NEW YORK, Fairport ..•..
NEW YORK, Hauppauge •.
NEW YORK, Fishkill ......
NORTH CAROLINA,
Raleigh ..•.....•.•.....
OHIO, Cleveland .........
OHIO, Columbus!
Worthington .....•......

(205)464-6800
(800)635-8291
(602)897-5056
(818)706-1929
(310)417-8848
(714)753-7360
(619)541-2163
(408)749-0510
(719)599-7497
(303)337-3434
(203)949-4100
(407)628-2636
(305)351-6040
(813)538-7750
(404)729-7100
(208)323-9413
(708)413-2500
(708)413-2500
(219)436-5818
(317)571-0400
(317)455-5100
(319)378-0383
(913)451-8555
(410)381-1570
(508)481-8100
(617)932-9700
(313)347-6800
(612)932-1500
(314)275-7380
(201)808-2400
(716)425-4000
(516)381-7000
(914)896-0511
(919)870-4355
(216)349-3100
(614)431-6492

OHIO, Dayton ............ (513)495-6800
OKLAHOMA, Tulsa ...... (800)544-9496
OREGON, Portland ....... (503)641-3681
PENNSYLVANIA, Colmar .. (215)997-1020
Philadelphia/Horsham. (215)957-4100
TENNESSEE, Knoxville ... (615)690-5593
TEXAS, Austin ........... (512)502-2100
TEXAS, Houston ... . . . . .. (800)343-2692
TEXAS, Plano ........... (214)516-5100
TEXAS, Seguin .......... (210)372-7620
VIRGINIA, Richmond ..... (804)285-2100
UTAH, CSI @ ............ (801)561-5099
WASHINGTON, Bellevue .. (206)454-4160
Seattle Access .•..... (206)622-9960
WISCONSIN, Milwaukeel
Brookfield. . . . . . . . . . . . .. (414)792-0122
Field Applications Engineering Available
Through All Sales Offices

CANADA
BRITISH COLUMBIA,
Vancower .............
ONTARIO, Toronto .......
ONTARIO, Ottawa. . . . . . ..
QUEBEC, Montreal .......

(604)293-7650
(416)497-8181
(613)226-3491
(514)333-3300

INTERNATIONAL
AUSTRALIA, Melbourne .. (61-3)887-0711
AUSTRALIA, Sydney. . . .. 61 (2)906-3855
BRAZIL, Sao Paulo .•.... 55(11)815-4200
CHINA, Beijing •..........•. 86-505-2180
FINLAND, Helsinki ..... 358-0-35161191
carphone ............ 358(49)211501
FRANCE, ParisIVanves ... 33(1)40955900
GERMANY, Langenhagenl
Hannover ............ 49(511)789911
GERMANY, Munich. . . . . .. 49 89 92103-0
GERMANY, Nurenberg .... 4991196-3190
GERMANY, Sindelfingen ., 497031 69910
GERMANY, Wlesbaden ... 49611 973050
HONG KONG, Kwai Fong .. 852-489-1111
TaiPo ................. 852-6668333
INDIA, Bangalore ....... (91-812)627094
ISRAEL, Tel Aviv . • . . . . .. 972(3)753-8222
ITALY, Milan ..•............. 39(2)82201
JAPAN, Atsugi •......... 81-462-23-0761
JAPAN, Gotanda ........ 81-3-5487-6448
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JAPAN, Kumagaya ...... 81-485-26-2600
JAPAN, Kyushu ......... 81-92-771-4212
JAPAN, Nagoya ........ 81-52-232-1621
JAPAN, Osaka .......... 81-06-305-1801
JAPAN, Sendai ......... 81-22-268-4333
JAPAN, Tachikawa ...... 81-425-23-6700
JAPAN, Takamatsu ...... 81-878-37-9972
JAPAN, Tokyo .......... 81-3-3440-3341
JAPAN, yokohama ...... 81-45-472-2751
KOREA, Pusan ......... 82(51)4635-035
KOREA, Seoul. . . . . • . . . .. 82(2)554-5118
MALAYSIA, Penang ........ 60(4)374514
MEXICO, Mexico City .. . .. 52(5)282-0230
MEXICO, Guadalajara .... 52(36)21-8977
Marketing ............ 52(36)21-2023
Customer Service .... 52(36)669-9160
NETHERLANDS, Best ... (31 )4998612 11
PUERTO RICO, San Juan . (809)793-2170
SINGAPORE .............. (65)2945438
SPAIN, Madrid ........... 34(1)457-8204
or ................... 34(1)457-8254
SWEDEN, Solna ......... 46(8)734-8800
SWITZERLAND, Geneva. 41(22)79911 11
SWITZERLAND,Zurich '" 41(1)730-4074
TAIWAN, Taipei ......... 888(2)717-7089
THAILAND, Bangkok ..... 66(2)254-4910
UNITED KINGDOM,
Aylesbury .............. 44(296)395-252

FULL LINE REPRESENTATIVES
CALIFORNIA, Loomis
Galena Technology Group (916)652-0268
NEVADA, Reno
Galena Tech. Group ... (702)746-0642
NEW MEXICO, Albuquerque
S&S Technologies, Inc. (505)298-7177
UTAH, Salt Lake City
Utah Compo Sales, Inc.. (801)561-5099
WASHINGTON, Spokane
Doug Kenley .......•. (509)924-2322

HYBRID/MCM COMPONENT
SUPPLIERS
Chip Supply .............
Elmo Semiconductor ......
Minco Technology Labs Inc.
Semi Dice Inc............

(407)298-7100
(818)768-7400
(512)834-2022
(310)594-4631
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INTERNATIONAL MOTOROLA DISTRIBUTOR AND SALES OFFICES
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA
Veltek Ply Ltd .............. (61)3808-7511
VSI Promarl< Elec. Ply Ltd .•.• (61)2 439-4655
VSI Electronics (NZ) Ltd ...•• (64)9579-6603

AUSTRIA
EBV .•••.••.•.•.•.•.••• (43) 222 894 1774
Elbatex .•........•......• (43) 222 86 3211

BENELUX
Diode Belgium ••••.•.•.•.•. (32) 2 725 4660
Diode Nethe~ands •.•.•••.• (31) 4054 54 30
EBV Belgium •••••...•...•. (32) 2 720 9938
EBV Netherlands •••.•••... (31) 3465 623 53
Rodelco/Lemalre •.•..•••.•. (32) 2 460 0660
Rodelco Holland •...•••.•.• (31) 767 64911

CHINA
Advanced Electronics Ltd. . •.. (852)305-3833
China EI. App. Corp.
Xlamen Co. ••.•.•...••.•.•• (86)592 553-467
Nanco Electronics &m Ltd. .• (852) 333-6121
Qlng Cheng Enterprises Ltd. . (852) 493-4202

FRANCE
EBV Elektronik • • . • . . . • .. (33) 1 64 68 86 00
Arrcm • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • •. (33) 1 49 78 49 78
Scalb •.•.••••.••.•...•. (33) 1 46 87 23 13
Avnet Comp. • . • • • . . • • . . . •. (33) 1 49652500

GERMANY
EBV Elektronik GmbH ••.•.• (49) 89 456100
Enatechnlk A. Naye GmbH •• (49) 4108-6120
Future Electronics GmbH .• (49) 89-957 195-0
Jermyn GmbH •.•.•.•.•.•.• (49) 6431-5080
Mutron, Muller Gmbll & Co .. (49) 421-305 60
Sasco GmbH ............... (49) 89-46110
Spoerle Electronic • . • . . . • .. (49) 6103-304-0

HONG KONG
Nenshlng Cir.
& Chern. Co. Ltd ............. (852) 333-6121
Wong's Kong
King Semi. ltd. ............ (852) 357-8888

INDIA
Canyon Products Ltd ..•.••• (852) 755-2583

ITALY
Adelsl SpA ............... (39) 2 38103100
EBV •.•••..••••.•••...••. (39) 2 66017111
Sliverstar SpA ............. (39) 2 68 12 51

JAPAN
AMSC Co., Ltd. . ......•.•.• 81-422-54-5800

Merubun Corporation ....•.• 81-3-3839-6951
OMRON Corporation ••.•••• 81-3-5468-3121
FUJI Electronics Co. Ltd ..••.• 81-3-3814-1411
Tokyo Electron Ltd.••....•.• 81-3-3340-8239
Nihon Motorola Mcro Sec. . .. 81-3-3280-7333

KOREA
Llte-On Korea Ltd. • • . . . . . . .. (82)2 858-3853
Lee Me Industrial Co. Ltd. '" (82)2 739-5257
Jung Kwang Sa ...•.•.•... (82)51 802-2153

SCANDINAVIA
Field OY ................ (35) 60 75710 11
ITT Multikomponent AB .•..•. (46) 8 830 020
Avnet Nortec (S) .••...•.•.• (46) 8 705 1800
Avnet Nortec (OK) •••••••••• (45) 42 842 000
oanelec AlS •.....•........ (45) 39 690 511
Avnet Nortec (N) ..•.•....... (47) 6664210

SINGAPORE
Alexan Commercial ...•.•..• , (63)2 405-952
GEIC ...................... (85) 298-7633
P. T. Ometraco . • . . . . . . . . . • .• (62)22 630-805
Uraco Impex Asia Pie Ltd. . . .• (85) 284O{)622
Shaplphat Ltd. • ...•...••..• (88)2 221-5384

SPAIN
EBV. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... (34) 1 35886 08
Selco S.A................. (34) 1 3264213

SWITZERLAND
EBV •..•••••.•..••...•.•• (34) 1 740 10 90
Selco S.A................. (34) 1 3264213

TAIWAN
Mercuries & Assoc. Ltd ...... (866)2 503-1111
Solomon Technology Corp. .. (686)2 760-5858
Strong Electronics Co. Ltd•... (666)2 917-9917

UNITED KINGDOM
AvneVAccess .....•....•.. (44) 462 468 500
Arrow ................... (44) 234 3472 111
Future •...•......••... (44) 753 52 687000
Macro ••...•.•.......•.•. (44) 628 604 383
ESo ..................... (44)279441144
EBV ..................... (41) 1 740 1090
ElbatexAG ................ (41)56275111

CANADA
ALBERTA

Hamilton!
Avnet Electronics

(403)236-2484

Edmonton

Future Electronics. . . .. (403)438-2858
Hamilton!
Avnet Electronics ..... (800)663-5500

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouvar

Electro Sonic Inc. ..... (609)273-2911
Future Electronics ..... (604)294-1166
Hamilton!
(604)420-4101
Avnet Electronics

MANITOBA
Winnipeg

Electro Sonic Inc.
(209)783-3105
Future Electronics. . . .. (204)944-1446
Hamilton!
Avnet Electronics
(204)942-3992

ONTARIO
Ottawa

Arrow Electronics .....
Electro Sonic Inc. .....
Future Electronics. • . ..
Hamilton!
Avnet Electronics .....

(613)226-6903
(613)728-8333
(613)820-8313
(613)226-1700

Toronto

Arrow Electronics ••...
Electro Sonic Inc. .....
Future Electronics. . . ..
Hamilton!
Avnet Electronics .....
Richardson Electronics

(416)670-7769
(416)494-1555
(416)638-4771
(416)677-7432
(416)458-5333

QUEBEC
Monlnlal

Arrow Electronics •.... (514)421-7411
Future Electronics ..... (514)694-7710
Hamilton!
Avnet Electronics ..... (514)335-1000
Quebec City

Arrow Electronics ..... (418)687-4231
Future Electronics. . . .. (418)682-8092

calgary

Electro Sonic Inc.
(403)255-9550
Future Electronics. • . •• (403)250-5550
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St Laurent

Richardson ElectroniCS

(514)748-1770
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SALES OFFICES
CANADA
BRITISH COLUMBIA, Vancouver •.•. (604)293-7650
ONTARIO, Toronto •....•.......• (416)49HI181
ONTARIO, Ottawa ...••.•......• (613)226-3491
QUEBEC, Montreal •...•.•.....•• (514)333-3300

INTERNATIONAL
AUSTRALIA, Melbourne .•.•.... (61-3)887-0711
AUSTRALIA, Sydney ..••.......• 61 (2)906-3855
BRAZIL, Sao Paulo ••...•.•.••. 55(11)815-4200
CHINA, BeiJing. • • • • • • . • . . . . . • . • .• 86-505-2180
CHINA, Guangzhou ••••.•.•.. (86) 20 331-1626
CHINA, Shanghai •......•.... (86) 21 27~06
CHINA, llanjin ••••.••.••.•.••.• (86) 22 5Q6.972
FINLAND, Helsinki .••.•••.•••. 358-0-351 61191
car phone •.•••••••••••.•.•.•.. 358(49)211501
FRANCE, ParisiVanves ••.•..•• 33(1)40 955 900
GERMANY, Langenhagenl
Hannover ••••••.•••.••...•.•.•. 49(511)789911
GERMANY, Munich .•..•...•.•.. 4989 92103-0

GERMANY, Nurenberg ......•.. 49911 64-3044
GERMANY, Sindelflngen •...•.•. 49703169 910
GERMANY, Wleabaden .....•.... 49611761921
HONG KONG, Kwal Fong ......... 852-489-1111
Tai Po •.•........••.•.........•. 852-6668333
INDIA, Bengalore •.•........... (91-812)627094
ISRAEL, Tel Aviv ••.•.•.••.••••• 972(3)753-8222
ITALY, Milan .•.•..••.....•...•.•••. 39(2)62201
JAPAN, Atsugl ••.•.•.•.......•. 81-462-23-0761
JAPAN, Gotanda ••••.•••...•.•. 61-3-5487-8446
JAPAN, Kumagaya .•.•.....•.•. 81-485-26-2600
JAPAN, Kyushu •.••...•..•..... 81-92-nl-4212
JAPAN, Nagoya ..•......•...•. 81-52-232-1621
JAPAN, Osaka ...••..•......•. 81-06-305-1801
JAPAN, Sendal •••..•..•.••.•.• 81-22-288-4333
JAPAN, Tachlkawa •.••..•...... 81-425-23-6700
JAPAN, Takamatsu ••..•.•....•• 81-878-37-9972
JAPAN, Tokyo ......•.......••. 81-3-3440-3311
JAPAN, Yokohama •...•.••..•.• 81-45-472-2751
KOREA, Pusan •..•...•.•••.•.. 82(51 )4635-035
KOREA, Seoul •.••......•.•.•.•. 62(2)554-5118
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MALAYSIA, Penang •..•..•....•.• 60(4)374514
MEXICO, Mexico City .•.••.•..... 52(5)262-0230
MEXICO, Guadalajara ...•••..... 52(36)21-89n
Marketing .••...••.•....•.....•. 52(36)21-2023
Customer Service .•.•.......••. 52(36)669-9160
NETHERLANDS, Best •........ (31)499861211
PHILIPPINES. Manila .•..•.... " (63)2 622-0625
PUERTO RICO, San Juan ...••.•. (809)793-2170
SINGAPORE ..•..•.•..•.•.....•. (65)2945438
SPAIN, Madrid ....•.••.•.....•.. 34(1)457-8204
or •.•.•.•.••...•.••••..••.•.... 34(1 )457-8254
SWEDEN, Solna .••.•.••.•....•. 46(8)734-8800
SWITZERLAND, Geneva ...•.• 41(22)7991111
SWITZERLAND, Zurich .•...•.... 41(1)730-4074
TAIWAN, Taipei .••••..•..•....• 886(2)717-7089
THAILAND, Bangkok. '" .•..•... 66(2)254-4910
UNITED KINGDOM, Aylesbury ..... 44(296)395-252

FULL LINE REPRESENTATIVES
ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires
Argonics, S.A.•••••..•••.•..•.••• (541)30-2461
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Motorola reserves the right to make changes without further notice to any products herein. Motorola makes no warranty, representation
or guarantee regarding the suitability of its products for any particular purpose, nor does Motorola assume any liability arising out of the
application or use of any product or circuit, and specifically disclaims any and all liability, including without limitation consequential or
incidental damages. ''Typical'' parameters can and do vary in different applications. All operating parameters, including ''Typicals'' must
be validated for each customer application by customer's technical experts. Motorola does not convey any license under its patent rights
nor the rights of others. Motorola products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use as components in systems intended for surgical
implant into the body, or other applications intended to support or sustain life, or for any other application in which the failure of the Motorola
product could create a situation where personal injury or death may occur. Should Buyer purchase or use Motorola products for any such
unintended or unauthorized application, Buyer shall indemnify and hold Motorola and ~s officers, employees, subsidiaries, affiliates, and
distributors harmless against all claims, costs, damages, and expenses, and reasonable attorney fees arising out of, directly or indirectly,
any claim of personal injury or death associated with such unintended or unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that Motorola was
negligent regarding the design or manufacture of the part. Motorola and ® are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. Motorola, Inc. is
an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Literature Distribution Centers:
USA: Motorola Literature Distribution; P.O. Box 20912; Phoenix, Arizona 85036.
EUROPE: Motorola Ltd.; European Literature Centre; 88 Tanners Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes, MK14 5BP, England.
JAPAN: Nippon Motorola Ltd.; 4-32-1, Nishi-Gotanda, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141, Japan.
ASIA PACIFIC: Motorola Semiconductors H.K. Ltd.; Silicon Harbour Center, No.2 Dai King Street, Tai Po Industrial Estate,
Tai Po, N.T., Hong Kong.
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